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New Greek housing across 1-81 considered 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
New housing for fraternities and 
sororities may be built across In- 
terstate 81 within the next three to five 
years. 
University officials are studying the 
economic feasibility of the move in an 
effort to expand the Greek system and 
prevent overcrowding on the present 
Greek row at James Madison 
University. 
The housing would be constructed 
on the east side of the university- 
owned 133 acres across 1-81. 
The university is aiming to get four 
or five of the present Greek groups to 
relocate, and spaces vacated by these 
groups would be given to new 
colonizing Greek organizations. 
"I would like to see more Greek 
groups be instituted here," said Dr. 
Lacy Daniel, dean of students. "The 
success of new groups like Lambda 
Chi suggest that we have more 
potential." 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR financing 
the buildings would be undertaken by 
those Greek organizations that desire 
to relocate there, Daniel said. 
However, he added that the 
university possibly could aid the 
organizations in acquiring low- 
interest loans through the state, or 
could lease the land to the groups at a 
modest sum on a long-term basis. But 
UNIVERSITY    officials    say    the 
present Greek row along  Newman 
because the idea is in the planning 
stages, he said he could not estimate 
what the amount would be. 
Money for the housing also could be 
acquired through loans from national 
Greek organizations, the purchase of 
bonds against the buildings and 
through student boarding fees, Daniel 
said. 
He added that the university would 
develop provisions for utilities.  In 
Lake could become overcrowded 
without additional housing 
addition, some type of parking facility 
would have to be built, and bus ser- 
vice to campus would have to be 
established. 
DANIEL EXPLAINED he is unsure 
who would finance these facilities, but 
noted, "The more the university has 
to deal with what's going on over 
there, the more say-so we'll have." 
The proposal could make Greek life 
more expensive since students may 
have to pay high boarding fees to their 
fraternity or sorority in an attempt to 
pay off the loans. 
Although Daniel said the Greeks 
would be allowed to build the type of 
structure they desire, certain 
guidelines may be set by JMU. 
Buildings probably would have to be 
larger than those on the present row, 
he noted, since larger buildings would 
enable each group to receive more in 
boarding costs. 
Each Greek house now provides 
spaces for 25 students, but Daniel 
suggested that the new housing 
probably would have to accomodate 
40-50, and individual chapters could 
determine how the space would be 
filled. 
AS AN OPTION, groups may choose 
to build a kitchen and take the money 
students pay for meal contracts and 
hire their own cook, Daniel noted 
"The chapter could decide if mem- 
bers would be required to eat there." 
If the feasibility study deems the 
plan is economically sound, "we'll go 
ahead and start," Daniel said. 
Daniel said he hopes that relocating 
Greek life across 1-81 will appear 
attractive to chapter members in 
giving    their    organization    more 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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NCAA participation nets 
$90,000 for JMU athletics 
Mate fev aSn aNvf» 
THE Shenandoah Valley's biggest snowfall of the winter damped 
several inches on JMU hut two days before the seasonal begin. 
Mag of spring. 
By DAVID TEEL 
James Madison University's appearance in 
the NCAA Basketball Tournament will earn 
the school some $90,000 in windfall revenue. 
"That may be a relatively conservative 
estimate," said NCAA spokesman Louis Spry. 
See The Breeze'$ 
eight-page NCAA supplement 
mettle thie ieeue 
"The figure is based on last year, but with a 
known increase in television rights and 
unknown revenue from ticket sales, the 
amount could change." 
He said the exact figure would be deter- 
mined at the conclusion of the NCAA Tour- 
nament. The final game of the event is March 
30. 
Each of the 32 institutions whose teams 
failed to advance past the second round will 
receive the sum directly from the NCAA. As a 
school advances, the payments become larger, 
THE EVENTUAL national basketball 
champion will receive more than $300,000. 
JMU is affiliated with the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference and must pay a portion of 
its earnings to the conference. "Last year the 
ECAC took very little of the funds we earned 
from the NCAA baseball tournament," athletic 
director Dean Ehlers noted. 
ECAC officials were unavailable for com- 
ment on the exact percentage the conference 
receives. 
"Our money will be turned in as athletic 
reyenue,." Ehlef»Aaid,.'iU.won't go.in under. 
any specific sport and I see no great increase 
in our budget because of our appearance in the 
NCAA. 
' 'I certainly think this extra money would get 
us more favorable consideration if we had a 
specific need," he added. 
ONE BENEFIT of participating in the 
national competition is greater fan support, 
and Ehlers said this was a key in funding. "Our 
future budget increments are closely tied to 
attendance," he commented. "We can't an- 
ticipate these type of funds each year from a 
budgetary standpoint. We'd be in serious 
trouble if we planned on it" 
The NCAA also provided food and travel 
accomodations for a party of 22 for each 
school. 
Although the governing body for collegiate 
athletics is a non-profit organization, it can 
afford such payments, in part due to television 
revenue. 
CBS recently purchased the television rights 
to the NCAA Basketball Tournament for the 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Inside .. . 
—"I could not GIVE away a ticket to see 
Sprtag«teea...I called everyone I knew..." 
For an  account «f Brace Springsteen'* 
recent Hampton. Va. concert, see Pttta, 
—Several senior cltixem take advai 
state    leghlatiM   by    ceatimung 
education here free uf taitton charges. Sea 
alary, page ». 
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Resignation dropped 
by parliamentarian 
By CHRIS WARD 
It happened quickly, almost 
as if it was an afterthought. 
But when Ben Thomas, 
Student Government 
Association parliamentarian, 
withdrew his resignation in 
Tuesday's senate meeting, it 
seemed to pass over the heads 
of senators as if he had said 
nothing. 
Thomas gave no ex- 
planation to senators why he 
was withdrawing his Feb. 27 
offer to resign. 
However, Thomas said later 
that it was "in the best in- 
terests of the SGA." He added 
.that there were also "many 
problems" with the way his 
resignation offer was handled. 
"The meeting went to pieces 
when I left after I offered my 
resignation," he said. "That 
would have clouded con- 
sideration of the offer." 
THOMAS ADDED that SGA 
President Chuck Cunningham 
"asked personally" that he 
withdraw his resignation and 
continue as parliamentarian. 
Cunningham has said 
several times, including Feb. 
27 when Thomas originally 
offered to resign, that he 
would "like to see the whole 
thing blow over. Just like it did 
with me." 
Thomas echoed this 
statement, noting that he feels 
that he can now continue as 
parliamentarian. 
"On a professional level, 
everything is fine, but on a 
personal level (problems) 
have to be cleaned up," he 
said, apparently referring to 
Bill Sulik, SGA treasurer. 
Thomas had demanded a 
public apology from Sulik for 
suggesting that he be 
dismissed for a failure to 
"carry out the duties of the 
office of parliamentarian" 
and for "a lack ' of im- 
partiality" in dealing with 
senators. 
"THE ONE person I still 
have problems with is Bill 
'Sulik because I asked for an 
apology and he declined," 
said Thomas. 
Sulik said that Thomas' 
withdrawal of his resignation 
did not come as a surprise. 
"It's a little late to take ac- 
tion," he said. "Something 
should have been done 
earlier." 
Sulik noted that when he 
proposed   to  the   Executive 
Pholot  by  Yo Naaaya 
PARLIAMENTARIAN BEN THOMAS withdrew his resignation at Tuesday's Senate meeting. 
Council that Thomas be 
dismissed, he was hoping a 
senator would call for "some 
sort of hearing" so that 
specific complaints could be 
aired and evidence presented. 
"The whole thing was 
designed not to punish 
(Thomas), but to correct 
behavior,"  Sulik  concluded. 
In other business,the SGA: 
—approved its by-laws 39-1, 
with Mark Kline, con- 
stitutional revisions com- 
mittee chairman, the only 
dissenting vote; 
—congratulated JMU's Dukes 
for their performance in the 
ECAC tournament and the 
NCAA east regionals; 
Fill in the blanks 
and tap 
into our secret! 
Come to any Harrisonburg Pizza Hut® 
restaurant buy any Large or Medium Pan Pizza and 
get a frosty 10-ounce mug of for just 20C. 
Everyone knows, nothing goes with great pizza like 
 : and you can't beat the price! 
.   Once you discover our  
secret and bite into our fantastic Pan 
Pizza, youll want to tell everyone 
about our refreshing 
20C  
So go ahead. 
We can't tell, 
but you can. 
EVERY WED. N1TE FROM 5 PM-CLOSING 
c 1981 Pizza Hut. Inc 
Financial aid may be cut back 
Definition of 'need' may be tightened 
THE BREEZE, Friday, March 20, 1981, Page 3 
By MARTHA STEVENS 
La la Wilson will have to make at least $2,000 
this summer if she hopes to return to James 
Madison University next fall. 
Dave Johnson depends on his financial aid, 
given through federal, state and JMU 
programs, to attend college every year. 
Thousands of college students face similar 
financial dilemmas every year. And now with 
President Reagan's proposed budget cuts, 
financial aid programs may be cutting back on 
student aid and loans. 
Reagan's cuts could possibly force 750,000 
students out of schools, it was noted in the 
March 2,1981 issue of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
FOR THOSE students requiring monetary 
aid, many are financing their own college 
education. It often becomes necessary for 
many students to also have a job on campus or 
nearby. 
For Wilson and Johnson, as well as many 
other students who either depend on some form 
of aid or are involved in a work-study program, 
this is very serious business. 
Both Johnson and Wilson depend on the 
federal Pell Grants and the state College 
Scholarship Assistance Program. 
Funds through the National Direct Student 
Loan and the General Undergraduate 
Scholarship programs are available through 
the university. A package deal exists where a 
student cannot receive federal or state aid 
unless involved with the university's financial 
aid programs. 
"Cutting financial aid seems to me to be 
ridiculous; it cuts the future of the country by 
depriving students from going to school," 
Johnson said. 
IN THE 1979-80 year, more than 4,000 JMU 
students (undergraduate and graduate) got 
financial aid, said Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of 
admissions and records here. "This aid in- 
cluded all grants, loans, private scholarships 
and such," she added. 
Reubush explained that in some cases, 
students who previously were eligible for aid 
may lose it due to stricter regulations and 
requirements in the programs. 
"The emphasis seems to be on basing it all 
on need, and then making the definition of what 
is need a lot stricter," Reubush said. 
According to an article in the Harrisonburg 
Daily News-Record, approximately 60 percent 
of college students nationwide receive some 
type of financial aid. 
Probably the hardest hit by these budget 
proposals, according to The Chronicle of 
Higher Education will be "middle-income 
families, independent colleges and graduate 
students." 
IN A recent Time article, it was noted that in 
addition to the 16 percent cut in the Guaranteed 
Student Loan Program, interest payments will 
be required, not deferred, on aid. 
Experts foresee Reagan's proposal as 
causing a significant shift to "cheaper, public- 
supported colleges.'' 
Spring? MM*   by V* Naaaya 
ICICLES on a lamppost are a cold reminder that spring la 
not right around the corner as a March snow brings a late 
winter into the area. 
Off-campus office helps students find work 
By ANNE RICHARDSON 
Because part-time em- 
ployment programs are 
provided for James Madison 
University students to work on 
campus, many students never 
realize the opportunities for 
off-campus employment in 
Harrisonburg. 
Of the four employment 
programs sponsored by the 
university, the student Off- 
Campus Employment Office 
is the only program to provide 
assistance in locating part- 
time jobs off of the JMU 
campus. The Virginia Em- 
ployment Commission, in 
cooperation with JMU, offers 
this referral service to 
students. 
Libba Hall of the VEC ex- 
plained, "If you can't find on- 
campus employment, this is a 
resource that can help you 
find a job (off-campus), free 
of charge." 
FOR PART-TIME work on 
campus, a student's options 
include food service, 10 hour 
service, or College Work 
Study. In many cases, 
students are not eligible for 
the programs either because 
they lack the required 
financial need or lack certain 
qualifications for the jobs. 
10-25 hours a week at her job, 
located three minutes away 
from the JMU campus. 
"I think that (when you 
work) on campus, they just 
give you what they have," she 
said. "But you can choose if 
you work off-campus." 
AS   A   senior   accounting 
*But you can choose if you 
work off •campus' 
"I tried to get a job on 
campus last year," said Betsy 
Griffin, a junior employed at 
Burger King. "But I didn't 
meet the financial aid 
requirement" 
While earning minimum 
wage, Griffin works between 
Top positions named 
Chris Kouba, sophomore 
with a double major in 
Communication Arts and 
Political Science, was 
named next year's editor of 
The Breeie Wednesday by 
The Breeze Publication 
Board. 
Kouba, of Wilmington, 
Del., is current editorial 
editor of The Breeie and 
was an editorial writer last 
year. 
Martha Stevens, a junior 
majoring in . Com- 
munication Arts, was 
named next year's 
managing editor. Stevens, 
of Richmond, Va.. has been 
production manager for 
the newspaper for the past 
three semesters. 
Diane Dunn, a junior 
Communication Arts 
major and Business minor 
from Vienna, Va., was 
named business manager. 
She currently is ads design 
manager. 
The three positions will 
take effect fall, 1981. Ap- 
plications for other staff 
positions will be accepted 
no later than March 30. All 
applications should be 
directed to Chris Kouba, 
The Breeze. 
major, Mark Stinson obtained 
his job at the Shank Beverage 
Company last year through 
the Virginia Youth Em- 
ployment Commission. 
"I was looking for some 
type of job in my major, but I 
could only get 10 hours (on 
campus)," Stinson said. 
Working as a "basic 
bookkeeper," Stinson earns 
$3.50 an hour and "that, along 
with more hours, makes the 
money better than on cam- 
pus," he explained. 
As for other advantages of 
his off-campus job, "it's a lot 
more rewarding. I meet a lot 
more people. It's more like a 
real job situation than 
working in D hall," he added. 
earn money for what others do 
as a hobby. Several skiing 
qualifications had to be met to 
apply. Shuck added that the 
hour-long drive each day was 
a real disadvantage to his job, 
however. 
Jennifer Dickson, a junior, 
works 10 hours a week as a 
waitress at the Eden Lounge, 
but said the restaurant work 
does not interfere with her 
classes and tests. 
"I worked at Duke's Grill 
my freshman year and the 
money just doesn't compare," 
she explained. "I make in one 
night   what   it   takes    my 
roommate two weeks to make 
working under the ten hour 
work week (program)." 
Although she earns $1.60 an 
hour, Dickson receives the 
largest portion of her earnings 
in tips. 
ONE disadvantage Dickson 
noted, in working off-campus 
is that she is not in contact 
with as many JMU students. 
However, she added that she 
enjoys meeting people in 
Harrisonburg. "It has en- 
tertainment and it is a form of 
social life for me," she con- 
cluded. 
.«.«.«. — *■ < *>-».«. * » A * r, <H »»*■«. i. » u u ** t: w* *MI» t.9t*t* —raTtfUaW 
MANY JMU students at the 
Massanutten Ski Resort apply 
for part-time jobs. Glenn 
Shuck, a sophomore, has 
worked the past two seasons 
as ■ a member of the 
Massanutten Ski Patrol 
earning minimum wage. 
Usually, he worked 30 hours a 
week and admitted that the 
job interfered with his classes. 
But an advantage of his off- 
campus job is that he is able to 
•NCAA" 
"'iVW' _...-.. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
next three seasons for a 
reported $46 million. But Spry 
said the NCAA will neither 
confirm nor deny the exact 
amount, only noting "We do 
have a deal with CBS." 
A LUCRATIVE deal with 
the TVS network for regular 
season games also generates 
•  0  •  •       fc      T -       * 
tunds for the NCAA. 
"It is my understanding 
that playing on national 
television against Notre Dame 
will not earn us any more 
money," Ehlers commented. 
"Television is where all the 
money comes from anyway." 
Spry confirmed Ehlers 
suspicion JMU will receive 
no additional funds for being 
on network television. 
• 
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Budgeting process 
changes to include 
Greek organizations 
By CHRIS WARD 
Student Government 
Association       front       end 
budgeting   began   Thursday 
with a slightly different look 
from past years. 
The 1981-82 budgeting 
process will include two 
groups which have not 
previously had front end 
budget status. 
The Interfraternity Council 
and Panhellenic, the gover- 
ning organizations for the 
university's greek system, 
should go before the SGA 
finance committee next week 
to request funds. 
The two groups were 
awarded front end budget 
status after a unanimous 
decision by the university's 
Student Committee and the 
Inter-Hall Council. 
The Breeze, Bluestone and 
the University Program 
Board will make their ap- 
pearances before the finance 
committee March 25, 
beginning at 5:30 p.m. 
The Honor Council will 
request $4,536 for next year, 
more than double this year's 
budget of $2,025. 
The Inter Hall Council and 
Commuter Student Com- 
mittee's requests are $4,630 
and $1,765, respectively. 
Next Thursday, The Breeze 
will request $41,060, which 
represents about a $9,000 
increase over last year's 
request. 
The Bluestone request is 
$51,695   for   next   year,   as 
BUDGET 
Steven Reviera Uft« ibout M 1V«>-** Pra^nm 
I did it. 
"With two years of 
college behind me, I began looking 
ahead. I found out I could get my 
degree and an Army officer's com- 
mission at graduation. I got over $500 
for a six weeks camp at Fort Knox, 
Kentucky and will have received 
$2000 worth of financial aid by grad- 
uation. Upon selection for active duty, 
I'll have an annual starting salary of 
over $15000.000 
six-member special advisory 
committee on student fees. 
The IFC is expected to 
request $1,030 from the SGA, 
about half of its $2,550 budget 
The Panhellenic Council 
request, which was expected 
to be turned in today, was not 
available. 
SLATED FOR the first 
round of budget hearings 
Thursday were the Honor 
Council,      the      Commuter 
•New 
compared with this year's 
$44,039.The UPB'S 1981-82 
budget calls for $96,324; last 
year it requested $90,618. 
Special advisory committee 
members noted that "with the 
increasing number of students 
in the greek system" front end 
budget status should be 
granted to the IFC and the 
Panhellenic. 
"I don't think we should 




James Madison University 
Dept. of Military Science   433-6355 
or atop by Maury Hall Rmi G 3 and O 4 
(Continued from Page 1) 
autonomy. "We want to offer 
groups more options," he 
noted. "We hope they will see 
it as a more desirable alter- 
native, especially the 
alumni." 
Only 14 percent of the 
present JMU population is 
Greek, but Daniel maintains 
that JMU could easily have 20 
percent. 
"Greek groups aid the 
university," Daniel said, 
adding that those most active 
in student government and 
other university organizations 
usually are Greek. 
Correction 
The statement, "some 2,000 
students received $4 million 
through guaranteed student 
loans in 1978," in an article 
"Benefit cuts threaten 
students" in the Feb. 27 issue 
of The Breeze was in error. 
The statement should have 
read that some $4 million 
dollars was received in 1979- 
80. The Breeze regrets the 
error. 
10% OFF 
The Duke Burger 
for all JMU students 
Reg.2.95 
OPENMon.  Fri lla.m. to 2 a.m. 
Sat & Sun 9am. to 2 ajn. 
Sat 8BSun All the Pancakes you can eat 
68-70 W. Water St. 
Across from Parking Deck. 
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Two count clan leave CerJ 
to practice in Harrisonburg 
433-9146 J 
By MARCO COBLE 
The director and one of four 
psychologists for the Coun- 
seling and Student 
Development Center both are 
resigning their James 
Madison University positions 
effective this summer. 
Dr. Jon Mclntire, Center 
director, and Dr. Richard 
Wettstone, a psychologist 
there, will leave to open a 
private practice in 
Harrisonburg. 
Mclntire said their coin- 
cidental resignations were not 
WEEKEND SPECIAL 
LONG STEM  SONIA. PINK 
ROSES 
FRI.,SAT i SUN. 
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Both in Harrisonburg 
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"We each made the decision 
independently and then 
started talking about it," he 
said. "We were both surprised 
that the other was going to do 
the same thing. 
"It's something I've wanted 
to do for a long time," he 
added. « 
Mclntire, whose resignation 
is effective June 31, noted that 
his main reason for leaving is 
because he wishes to do more 
counseling. 
"I'VE BEEN doing more 
and more administratively 
and less counseling and I want 
to get back to that," he ex- 
plained. "I would like to have 
fun being my own boss for a 
while. I'm going to take a shot 
at it and see what happens." 
Mclntire has operated a 
part-time practice for several 
years. 
A 10-year JMU employee, he 
conceded that he has "mixed 
feelings" about leaving. 
"Part of me says I'm a nut 
for even considering it," he 
said. "I have a good staff and 
good administrative support 
which is something you don't 
get everywhere." 
Wettstone, whose 
resignation is effective July 
31, explained his decision, 
noting, "I'm ready for a 
professional change. I've been 
here seven years and would 
like to do more counseling and 
family therapy work." 
MCINTIRE AND Wettstone 
resigned in January and a 
search committee is in the 
pro-ess of finding 
replacements. 
Their new private practice 
offices will be located on East 
Market Street 
He and Wettstone plan to 
work with clients on a long- 
term basis as well as short- 
term crisis work. He added 
that they may see students 
with long-term problems, who 
currently are not treated at 
the JMU center but are 
referred to local doctors. 
Mclntire said that during 
his 10 years at JMU he has 
seen many changes, including 
a doubling in size of the 
counseling staff. 
*24" 
Pin on a very 
personal gift. 
For the man, or for the lady. 









has something good 
to offer & now it's a 
perm, special every 
Tues. & Thur. We 
will perm, cut & style your hair 
for just $29*°'  
Our other prices are special too! 
Original Cut $12.50 
Trim of Same Style $10.00 
We Cut It- You Style It $8.00 
Call for an appointment today 
434-1010 
Special to JMU Students! 
Maintain Your Florida Tan 
or begin your Summer Tan 
20       J&3&,   <3k       only 
Visits 
51 Court Sq. 
$20.00 
434-9469 
gave by t\\e incr\... 
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very own chain reaction 
with glittering 14k gold 
serpentine beauty. Choose from 
the most popular precut lengths ... all 
at just $1.99 per inch. But hurry! 
otter good through March 31.  1981 
USE HANDY MM ORDER COUPON ON BACK 
■ Kuttrationi «*l*#t»d 






CONTRACTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED 
AFTER APRIL 1 
WERNER'S 
Party Package Store 
915 South High St.  Notary Service  434-6895 
Budweiser Party Pac 12/12 oz.  4.39 
Budweiser Longnecks Case 24 Ret. 6.99 
Busch Premium  cans 12 oz 6 pk. 1.89 
Blue Ribbon Ret. Longnecks   6.49 
Moosehead Canadian Import 6 pk. 2.99 
Schaefer Quarts Special .89 
KEG ROOM SPECIALS 
FREE ICE FREE ICE FREE  ICE 
Bud 71/2 gals.  20 lbs. Free   Ice  19.95 
Bud 15 gals' 40 lbs. Free Ice  31.95 
Michelob  7 1/2 gals.  20 lbs. Free Ice   21 
Blue Ribbon  7 1/2 gals.  20 lbs Free Ice 13 
.95 
.95 
Hot Dogs  All Meat  1.39/lb. 
Pepsi   2 It.  Big Jug 7 Up 1.19 
Bacon Sliced & Sugar Cured 1.19 
Eggs Grade A -Extra Large  .89 doz. 
Pork Luncheon Meat 12 oz. can .99 
Ice Buy 10 lbs. Free  10 lb. Bag 20 lbs.   .99 
^^ Fire Safety Programs 
y' Harrisonburg HoseCo. No. 4 Fire Dept 
\S Pir.  J.F. Werner   434-6895 No Charge 
Party financing methods vary 
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By SANDE SNEAD 
"The keg is dry. If ya'll 
want more beer, we'll have to 
take up a collection!" 
This announcement is 
commonly heard at dormitory 
parties at James Madison 
University. But unknown to 
many, this procedure of 
financing a party is illegal, 
according to the student 
handbook. 
The handbook states: 
"fin-.cing for the party must 
be arranged in advance of the 
3 p.m. party registration 
deadline. Money or donations 
cannot be collected during or 
after the party. Any form of 
solicitation of funds from the 
guests by the sponsors of the 
party constitutes a violation of 
state ABC regulations." 
For this reason, most dorm 
parties are initially financed 
by the suite that is sponsoring 
the party because it would be 
too risky to charge money at 
the door. It is not an un- 
common practice, however to 
"pass around the hat" for the 
purchase of additional kegs to 
keep the party rolling. 
If it is a liquor party, the 
popular procedure in many 
JMU dorms is to charge by the 
drink or by the shot. The price 
usually is between 25 cents 
and $1 a glass. This also is a 
violation of the alcohol policy, 
particularly if any of the 
guests are under age 21. 
In contrast, fraternities and. 
sororities at JMU reportedly 
r 
Are You A GHOST? 
Catch  Up On That Sun You Missed 
Over Break 
KEEP THAT FLORIDA TAN 
Spring Break Rates! 
20 Visits For $25 
HORIZON 
SURE 




Erie Clapton "Another Ticket " 
James Taylor 
"Dad Loves His Work" 
Alabama  "Feels so Right" 
Willie Nelson 




"Suckln' In the 70's" 
Phone: 433-2136 
... 
rarely ask for contributions at 
a party. Instead, tickets are 
sold ahead of time for $1-3, 
depending on whether or not 
there is a band or a sound 
system and the type of alcohol 
that is being served. 
However, Greeks have been 
known to sell tickets at the 
door, which also is a violation 
of the alcohol policy, although 
it is more discreet than asking 
for contributions. 
Fraternity and sorority 
parties at JMU rarely are free 
for anyone except members 
sponsoring the party. 
In contrast, at the 
University of Virginia, 
fraternity parties frequently 
are financed entirely by the 
members. According to 
Dominic Carpin, a UVa 
sophomore, "it just depends 
on the night and the frater- 
nity, but there are frequently 
times when parties are free of 
charge. Sometimes there is no 
charge for a keg party with a 
band and everything but other 
times, there's a cover charge 
at the door. It just depends." 
Carpin said that dormitory 
parties at UVa also are 
handled differently from JMU 
parties. 
"At UVa, there's an option 
at the beginning of the year to 
buy a card for $3. With this 
card, you get into a lot of the 
dorm keg or Hairy Buffalo 
parties at a discount but there 
is always a charge at dorm 
parties," he said. 
Martha McGraw, a 
sophomore at Mary Baldwin 
College, noted another ap- 
proach to financing parties. 
"The   big   thing   at   Mary 
Baldwin are the Sunday 
parties," she said. "They are 
sponsored by Student Ac- 
tivities so there's usually a $2 
cover charge at the door and 
then 35 cents a beer inside." 
Similarity,   Virginia   Com- 
monwealth University 
fraternities   approach   party 
financing as Mary  Baldwin 
does. 
According to Margy Heeke, 
a VCU junior, "the fraternity 
parties at VCU usually have a 
$1 cover charge at the door 
even though there's no band, 
then beer is bought for 35 
cents a cup." However, Heeke 
added that this is not always 
the case, as some parties are 
totally free. 
SUMMER JOBS AT J.M.U. 
Orientation Assistant 
Orientation Tour Guide 
*        Conference Housing Aide 
May-Summer Session Resident 
Advisors 
it For more information , come by the Office of 
Residence Halls, Alumnae Hall, Room 103. 
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ATHLETIC ATTIC 
JMU Long Sleeve T-Shirts 
Reg.  9.00  Now 7.00 
Remaining Ski Coats & Vests 
40-60% off 
Speedo bathing suits now in stock 
Selected warm-ups 
50% off 
Also selected shoes 
10-30 % off 
w © 7—Eleven 1435 South Main St. W © 
Budweiser Beer 
Old Milwaukee 6 Old Mil Light 
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew 
Diet Dr. Pepper, Sunk 1st 
Sealtest Ice Cream 
Cigarette* (all sizes) 
RC Cola 16 oz ret bottle 
$2.19 6 pk 12 oz cans 
$1.99 6 pk 12 oz cans 
$1.69 6 pk 12 oz cans 
$1.79 half gallon 
$ 4.49 carton 
$1.29 plus deposit 
FREE Harrlsonburg Dally News Record 
with PURCHASE OF 12 oz COFFEE 
Large Ham n Cheese Sandwich      $1.39 
Big Gulp 32 oz fountain drink .59* 




ARMY ROTC SUMMER CAMP 
\ 
WVSKALIV: 
It's tough & challenging.  It's also fun. 
When you leave summer camp, you'll 
be in the best physical condition of your 
life. 
You'll experience such thrills & skills as 
rappelling, marksmanship, orienteering, 
obstacle course, confidence course, 
leadership problem soving ft military tactics. 
You'll meet ft compete with students from 
all parts of the country. 
IN UAfiMNC TO l£A0: 
Leadership is what it's all about. Upon 
successful completion of camp, you'll qualify 
for enrollment In the Army ROTC advanced 
course, although there's no obligation to do 
so. 
At summer camp, the bottom line is 
leadership. And learning what It takes to 
lead. 
SaWUSTKAUV: 
While at summer camp, you can compete 
for a two-year full tuition scholarshiD. 
Books, lab fees and all education-related 
expenses will be paid as you pursue your 
degree. In addition, as an Army ROTC 
advanced course student, you'll be paid 
$100.00 per month, or up to $1,000.00 per 
year. 
FMANC1/VU.Y: 
Summer camp pays you approximately 
$540.00 for 6 weeks, along with room & 
board, plus transportation to ft from camp. 
AUtY MTC MSK CAMP A STO TWMM VMM FUTWC 
Call James Madison University Dept. of Military Science 
for more information 
433-6355 
or stop by Maury Hall Rms. 63 & 64 
w >«wu» .....,,.,,.,,,,,,.,,,. 1 !U  II   IIJ    If.1     ■■ '    }, 
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CONCERT 
a    LEVON HELM 8B 




March 20 8:00 p.m. Wilson Hall 
.   Free w/ JMU ID $4.oo Public 
Must pick up ticket at UPB office 
CBTSTMWOOB 
ACOUSTIC ENTERTAINMENT 








Catch It April 11th 
with 
THE NRBQ BAND 
AND STILLWATER 
PLUS A FUN FILLED CARNIVAL 




March 20 7:30, 10:00, Midnight 
March 21 7:30, 10:00 









• A Good Time 
March 25 
Bus leaves 4:00 p.m. Godwin Hall 








RETURNS TO      MADISON   MARCH 2327 
Tournaments & Exhibitions Will Be Held 
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Springsteen: The awe of bootleg 
and the boldness of all newsprint' 
By DAVID LETSON 
In my hand I held two tickets for 
Bruce Springsteen in Hampton. What 
an object of envy, you say; what a 
radiating center of true happiness I 
must have been. 
Wrong. On the day before the 
concert my ride called to say that I 
could not leave early enough for him 
and that he was my ride no longer. 
One day was, and still is, hardly time 
enough to find alternate means of 
transportation. Already I saw myself 
selling my tickets and, while making 
money on the deal, being quite 
unhappy. Having already/ seen 
Springsteen last November, I was 
aware of the somewhat pricelessness 
of the event. 
"Fie! Spartan dog, Fie!" I was 
quite upset. 
I think everyone has an image of 
what will happen the day the world 
ends. Mine is that crazy things will 
happen; that, for instance, large 
rocks wHI faU out of the sky. When 
large rocks begin falling out of the 
sky, I have always planned to grab the 
arm of the first honest-looking girl I 
see, to steal a car, and to flash onto a 
highway, confessing to the Caribbean 
of her eyes as many sins as I could 
remember and that we had time for. 
Rocks, large or small, never fell that 
day, but when I could not give away a 
ticket to see Springsteen, I confess I 
began looking. 
I CALLED everyone I knew. 
Everyone. Either they were out or 
they had tests. "The seat is in the 
front row of the stands," I told at least 
a hundred people. "I'll give you the 
ticket, you drive, and I'll get you 
riders so you'll probably make money 
on the deal. Think of it; you will be 
paid to see Springsteen from the front 
row." Few were home. Those I did 
reach heard me out before gasping for 
air and informing me of their test 
schedules. 
I saw Ed in D-Hall. "Ed, if you can 
get your Healey to work, I'll give you 
my other Springsteen ticket for a 
ride." Despair washed his face, and 
he did not answer. What sorrow my 
tickets were causing. 
I was desperate now, dangerously 
anxious for any dash of hope of me 
seeing this concert. I went to the 
computer room in Miller Hall to run a 
program that would be due on Wed- 
nesday. Of course I had to wait for a 
terminal, but there was this girl 
waiting too. What the hell? 
"I realize I don't know you," I 
carelessly threw the words at her as if 
they were a Joke, "and this might 
sound pretty off the wall, but would 
you like a front row seat to see 
Springsteen tomorrow..." I gave her 
the whole story. First she looked 
around to make sure I was talking to 
her, then she sat there to sort of soak 
it all in, and then she went over to the 
phone. 
"HELLO, THIS is Joyce," she said 
to whoever she was speaking. Within 
half an hour I had a ride. His name 
was Ted.   . 
"We've got to go to A&P," Ted told 
me with a smirk, "and get some 
beer." 
My watch read 4:10 and we were not 
yet out of Harrisonburg, but I was 
hardly one to deny him beer. Concerts 
and inebriation go together like 
baseball games and hot dogs, those 
games you used to go to in a 
Chevrolet. Who was I to be unpatriotic 
about our deal? 
"I GREW UP in a house where the 
men never talked to each other," he 
said before he began "Independence 
Day." As he frequently does onstage, 
Springsteen was remembering out 
loud the difficult relationship he has 
had with his father. "I was told this is 
what men were supposed to be like 
and what they were supposed to do, 
and when I was young, I agreed." The 
audience began clapping along to the 
faint background drumbeat. "No, you 
can't clap to this one." Out of respect 
the audience immediately stopped. 
"Don't ever be afraid to tell each 
other that you love each other; don't 
wait that long," he said, before 
singing through to the last stanza with 
'Fro m «u icida Idep res no n to 
bitter anger, to raging lust' 
Ted's eager driving and tactful 
alertness allowed us to make the four 
hour trip to Hampton in a little over 
three. We walked into the coliseum 
more than half an hour before Bruce 
was to take the stage. I saw my 
brother Mike who had bought for me 
these sacred and nearly forsaken 
tickets. Someday I would tell him of 
my travels. 
As I sat waiting for the concert to 
begin, I did not question whether or 
not what would follow would be worth 
my troubles. Like most others in this 
coliseum, I had seen Springsteen 
before. That November night in D.C. 
Springsteen sweated his way through 
four shirts with his constant stage 
energy. He sprained an ankle during 
the show with one of his characteristic 
leaps, but nonetheless played some 
four hours. The awe of the bootlegs 
and the boldness of all the newsprint 
were fulfilled that night 
IN HAMPTON, he took the stage 
wearing jeans, a plaid shirt and a 
grey flannel coat, resembling more a 
beggar with a cup than a successful 
rock star. "Prove It All Night" was 
the opener, and the E Street Band 
threw a charge behind Springsteen 
many bands do not manage for a 
closing number. "Out On the Street" 
from The River was next before 
Springsteen walked out into the 
audience for the duration of "Tenth 
Avenue Freeze Out." 
"Darkness On the Edge of Town" 
saw Springsteen standing in the 
boldness of his picturesque warrior 
guitar stance. Only 15 minutes into the 
three-and-a-half hour show, sweat 
visibly poured from the left arm 
which was outreached on the neck of 
his Fender guitar. 
The mysterious source of Bruce 
Springsteen's energy? As he told 
Rolling Stone: "When I get onstage 
and I'm running on empty, I just think 
of the promise to the guy or the girl 
down there, a promise made from 
hundreds or thousands of miles away. 
It's no different than if you stood with 
this person and shook his hand. 
the face of a man in considerable 
pain: 
So uy goodbye It's Independence Day 
Papa now I know those things yon 
wanted 
That you could not say 
But won't you just say goodbye It's 
Independence Day 
I swear I never meant to take these 
things away 
As both the spotlight and the music 
faded, echoing off the coliseum walls, 
Springsteen mumbled in a barely 
audible voice, "Why can't you just say 
goodbye?" 
From the swallow-hard emotion of 
"Independence Day," Springsteen 
raised the audience with the un- 
pretentious power of Creedence 
Clearwater Revival's "Who'll Stop 
the Rain" Clearly, transitions of this 
type are one of the master of 
ceremony's main calling cards. With 
emotions present in his music ranging 
from suicidal depression to bitter 
anger to raging lust, the scheduling of 
his material is an imaginative task in 
itself. 
As the piercing harmonica of "The 
River" ("Is a dream a lie if it don't 
come true, or is it something worse") 
segued into a piano piece that opened 
the powerhouse rocker "Badlands," 
the audience was so struck by the 
smooth yet swift transition in 
emotion and music that it could only 
sing along: 
For the ones who had a notion 
A notion deep inside 
That it ain't no sin 
To be glad you're alive 
I wanna find one face 
That ain't looking through me 
I wanna find one place 
I wanna  spit in the face of these 
Badlands 
From this fist-slamming adrenalin- 
pumper.    Springsteen    moved    to 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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ECAC- South MVP 
Charles Fisher 
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J . * NCAA bound 
Win over Richmond sends Dukes 
to Providence for East Regional 
By RICH AMACHER 
HAMPTON— After James Madison 
University had defeated the University of 
Richmond to end its regular season, David 
Dupont said, "We'd like to go to the NCAA's. 
But we'll just take one step at a time.'' 
One week later Dupont and the Dukes took 
the step that enabled their "impossible 
dream" to come true as JMU captured the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference Southern 
Division Championship. 
In the championship game the Dukes met 
Richmond, who had done JMU the courteous 
favor of knocking off the tournament's number 
one seed Old Dominion University in the 
semifinals. 
The confrontation with Richmond was the 
third of the season, with JMU having had a 
relatively easy time with the Spiders in the two 
prior contests. 
-But this time there was much more at stake 
including, a large shiny silver cup (the ECAC 
trophy) and an automatic bid to the NCAA 
tournament. 
"We knew Richmond would be tough," said 
Steve Blackmon, who tied a personal high 
scoring 21 points to lead all scorers. "Old 
Dominion had beaten them three times and we 
had beaten them twice, but we knew they were 
capable of beating us." 
But once again the Spiders proved to be no 
problem for the high flying Dukes who shot a 
stunning 60.5 percent from the field to bump off 
Richmond 69-60 for their sixth straight win. 
Three JMU players excelled in the victory, 
but none compared to the individual effort of 
Charles Fisher. Fisher's story was a special 
one. At the beginning of the week Fisher 
hobbled around campus on a badly bruised 
knee that he had hurt against Richmond. It 
seemed doubtful Fisher would even' play 
let alone start. 
Somehow the courageous Fisher not only 
started, but played a total of 63 minutes to win 
the tournament's Most Valuable Player 
award. It was an award he truely deserved. 
Granted, his two game stats of 20 points and 10 
assists were not overly impressive, but his 
mere presence on the court provided the added 
inspiration the Dukes needed. For he had been 
the man all season, who han run the show, who 
had made the offense go and had given that 
extra spark of enthusiasm. 
Without Fisher who knows if the Dukes 
would have even won their semifinal game. In 
that game Fisher took a charge at the buzzer to 
preserve the Dukes' 44-42 win over William and 
Mary. 
Against Richmond Fisher scored 12 points 
and dished off seven assists, but more im- 
portantly, he was just there on the court. 
"I just forgot about the knee,".Fisher ex- 
plained. "I knew I had to get the job done." 
Linton Townes, who had not played well 
against William and Mary, was the the Dukes' 
second hero. His performance against Rich- 
mond probably should have earned him co- 
MVP honors with Fisher. The 6-foot-6 junior, 
who had made the All-ECAC Souths first 
team, scored 18 points, pulled down 12 
rebounds and passed off four assists. 
The contest might have been closer, but 
Richmond's star Mike Perry picked up his 
third foul 12:30 into the game, sending him to 
the bench for the remainder of the half. 
With Perry missing from Richmond's lineup, 
the Dukes began to roll. They quickly over- 
came the Spider's 10-8 lead and pushed to a 
nine-point advantage late in the half. 
Despite Perry's absence the Spiders con- 
tinued to hang tough and cut JMU's margin to 
six at the intermission, 32-26. 
In the second half the Dukes posted an early 
10-point lead, but clung to leads of six and eight 
most of the way as the Spiders pulled within 
four only once with 8:37 to play. 
Blackmon, the third standout, climaxed the 
win in fitting fashion, sinking both ends of a 
one-and-one with 23 seconds left and then 
slamming home an awsome dunk at the buz- 
zer. 
It took Coach Lou Campanelli a while to 
reach the locker room after the game since he 
and his team had a few post-tournament 
chores, such as cutting down the nets and 
receiving silver wrist watches proclaiming 
them ECAC-South Champs. 
Campanelli's first remark to the media 
awaiting him typified the coach's esctatic 
mood. "Gentlemen, I wouldn't need a bus to go 
back to Harrison burg tomorrow, I could fly 
myself," he said. 
When someone asked him how he felt about 
the competition JMU might be pitted against in 
the NCAA tournament, Campanelli confidently 
responded, "They could send us to Siberia to 
face the Russian Army and we wouldn't care." 
The players themselves were just as excited 
and Blackmon, who tied his career high points 
total for the fourth time, shared a mutual 
feeling of joy. "We're all just really happy the 
win and we're excited about the possibiltiy of 
going out West," he said. 
When Blackmon and his teammates learned 
later that they'd be going to Rhode Island 
instead of a warmer climate, it was taken in 
stride. "When we found out we were going to 
Rhode Island," Blackmon said, "We looked at 
it as just another challange." 
The Breeze All-ECAC South 
Name Yr. Hgt. Pos. Pte.     Reb. 
Steve Blackmon, JMU •r. 6'4" F 1L3      5.3 
Bob Convey, St. Francis #r. 6'0" G 14J9      2.4 
Charles Fisher, JMU fO. 6'J" G 10.6      1.9 
Ronnie McAdoo, ODU jr. 6'6" F 15.9      7.9 
Mike Perry, UR sr. 6'5" F 22.8     6.7 
Linton Townes, JMU 
a.a*****l**A**       i       1       *       a A      a       ft      a.      a      J      ah      j 
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LINTON TOWNES 
JMU lucky, 44-42 
By DAVID TEEL 
HAMPTON — James Madison University was lucky to 
make the finals of the ECAC Southern Division Tour- 
nament. 
The Dukes survived a horrendous first-half offensive 
performance to defeat the College of William and Mary 
44-42 in the tournament semifinals. 
The game was decided at the final buzzer on an of- 
ficial's judgement call. The Indians' Billy Barnes hit a 
game-tying snot, but he was whistled for charging into 
JMU's Charles Fisher. 
"I wasn't thinking about drawing a charge," Fisher 
said. "I thought he would pull up and shoot a jumper." 
William and Mary coach Bruce Park hill was 
disconsolent but admitted, "From my vantage point, it 
looked like Barnes was leaning into him." 
Outside of his team's locker room, JMU coach Lou 
Campanelli was more than satisfied. "Oh, my God, I'm 
glad it's over. I'll take it just the way it ended," he said. 
Linton Townes put JMU in front for good with a layup 
with l :42 remaining in the game, 42-40. Steve Blackmon 
accounted for the deciding points when he connected on 
both ends of a one-and-one with just 17 seconds on the 
clock. 
"WE WON ON a night that we didn't play particularly 
well on offense," Campanelli noted. "We were very tight 
and out of sync on offense." 
Not playing particularly well understates the case. 
The'Dukes' first-half performance was reminiscent of 
last season's tournament flop when they lost to St. 
Francis College in the first round at Godwin Hall. 
Shooting horribly in the first half against the Indians, 
JMU connected on just one of its first 21 attempts. 
The Dukes did not score until five minutes had elapsed 
in the contest and suffered other scoring droughts 
lasting upward of four minutes. 
For the first time of the season, no JMU player 
managed to score in double figures. Blackmon paced 
JMU with nine points. 
Fortunately for the Dukes, the Indians were worse. 
William and Mary led 12-2 with 13:32 left in the first half 
and had a chance to break the contest wide open but 
turnovers, missed shots and general sloppy play doomed 
the Indians. 
Reading the final statistics, Parkhill muttered, "Four 
for 11 from the foul line—unbelievable." 
ENTERING THE game, William and Mary was 
hitting 71.3 percent as a team. 
As they have done all year, the Dukes played superb 
defense. Linton Townes and Blackmon combined for 
seven of the.Dukes' season-high 10 steals. 
After the Indians' center Ken Bowen had burned Dan 
Hula nd inside on some rolling hook shots, Blackmon was 
assigned to cover him. 
A very slow player, Bowen is not a great offensive 
threat. Blackmon used his quickness to slap the ball 
from Bowen's hands several times. 
"A lot of teams that have gotten down to a team like 
William and Mary would have been buried," Campanelli 
V.W.V.V.... w.w.v. v 
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Fantasy continues; Dukes top Georgetown 
By RICH AMACHER 
PROVIDENCE, R.I.— This is it... 
That is the NCAA's slogan for its 1980-81 
tournament and James Madison University 
had made its way in, to compete against some 
of the best teams in the country. 
It didn't matter that the Dukes' first round 
opponent was heralded Georgetown Univer- 
sity, of John Thompson and Eric 'Sleepy' 
Floyd fame. Not to mention the rest of the 
defending Big East champion Hoyas. 
Just to make it there was one heck of an 
effort, but to advance to the second-round 
seemed a bit far-fetched. 
But when it was over and the Dukes had 
masterfully surpassed Georgetown 61-55, 
reality became even harder to grasp. Would 
JMU really be playing the Fighting Irish of 
Notre Dame in two days on national televison? 
Did we really beat Georgetown or was it all a 
mistake? Please don't tell me the fantasy is 
over, at least don't wake me up from my 
beautiful dream. 
No, I wasn't dreaming, nor was it part of a 
prize we had won for winning one of TV's game 
shows, like some people suggested. The Dukes 
had gotten to where they were and beaten the 
well-known Hoyas by playing their brand of 
ball, just plain old-fashioned basketball—solid 
on defense, patient on offense and team- 
oriented as a whole. 
TO MANY veteran observers JMU's win 
over Georgetown was at the least a mild upset 
and Coach Lou Campanelli made sure 
everyone knew it. "This may not be as big an 
upset as some people think," he said. "I think 
these kids can play with anybody." 
Entering the game, JMU faced some big 
question marks when trying to match the 
Hoyas both offensively and defensively. Above 
all else, who would defend against 
Georgetown's leading scorer and second team 
Associated Press Ail-American selection, 
junior guard "Sleepy" Floyd?   ■ 
Secondly, could the Dukes contend with the 
Hoyas' height? Georgetown's tallest player 
measured seven feet tall, bettering any JMU 
player by at least four inches. 
Having attended a Georgetown game earlier 
this season, I discussed with some friends the 
possibility of how well I thought the Dukes 
might do against Georgetown, but since they 
were not on the schedule the idea quickly 
passed. 
But JMU would have its shot at Georgetown 
and I knew that it had a chance—a good one at 
that. Still, I kept my optimism to myself—not 
wanting to be let down if the Dukes should lose. 
DAVID DUPONT turned out to be the JMU 
coaching staffs lucky pick to guard Floyd. The 
coaches felt if Dupont could hold Floyd to 16 
points, then JMU could win. 
This shows you what coaches know, since 
Floyd scored 22 points. That figure though is 
somewhat misleading because Floyd hit only 
eight of 17 shots, due to a combination of 
Dupont's efforts and the Dukes' zone defenses. 
Offensively, JMU's Charles Fisher almost 
single handedly countered the Hoyas' attack, 
hitting five straight jumpers in the first half. 
Fisher finished the game with 14 points and 
had the media buzzing. 
Georgetown's height advantage proved to be 
more of a hinderance to the Hoyas. At half time 
the Dukes, who led 56-25, were being 
outrebounded 13-9. Midway through the half I 
realized JMU's tallest player on the court was 
6-foot-6 Tyrone Shoulders, while the Hoyas had 
their gigantic seven footer, Mike Frazier, 
blocking out every entrance to the hoop. 
When in the game Frazier (who subs for 
starting center 6-foot-9 Ed Spriggs) dominated 
the boards, but 300-pound monsters have 
trouble running up and down the court so he 
needed plenty of rest. Unfortunately, Thomp- 
son began to enjoy the luxury of having Frazier 
dominate the boards. But when Frazier 
became tired, Thompson's real center, 
Spriggs, was cold and out of the game's flow 
since he had sat on the bench too long. 
THIS LED TO an incredible second half for 
JMU's center Dan Ruland who had one of his 
best games ever. Ruland had been shut out on 
the boards in the first half, but came to life in 
the second, as he pulled down seven of his 
game high nine rebounds. Ruland also proved 
to be an asset on offense, contributing eight 
points. 
While the final outcome wasn't decided until 
the last four minutes, JMU assumed the 
momentum midway through the second half 
when it reeled off nine unanswered points. 
Steve Blackmon ignited the spurt hitting a 
pair of free throws, and finished the game with 
12 points. But for the next minute and a half it 
was all Linton Townes. Townes scored five of 
his team-leading 19 points during the span to 
give JMU a 45-39 lead with eight minutes left 
Climaxing the exihibition was Townes' slam 
dunk and subsequent three-point play. Action 
began under the Hoyas' basket as Floyd 
literally handed Ruland the ball on a baseline 
drive. Ruland then turned and hit Townes with 
a perfect  half-court lob. 
Down the stretch, Campanelli admitted he 
thought the Dukes were going to win. "I could 
see it in their (Georgetown's) eyes. They 
looked like a beaten ball club," he said. 
Thompson agreed that his team didn't 
deserve to win. "It would have been an in- 
justice if through some kind of fate or luck we 
would have won," he said. "There is no doubt 
in my mind that the team that played best won 
the game." 
Plwtat by DtvM l 
ABOVE, Steve Blackmon shoots a baseline jumper against the 
Hoyas. The 6-fooU senior forward finished with 12 points in both 
games of the NCAA competition. Below, the Dukes' 61-55 win over 
Big East Conference representative Georgetown propelled them 
Into the second round a gainst Notre Da me. The Saturday crowd of 
12,823 was the largest to ever witness a basketball game in Rhode 
Island. 
SMOOTH AS silk. Union Townet often earned his nickname 
"Automatic." 
; 980-81, it was al. 
By DAVID TEEL 
In the waning seconds of his 
team's upset victory over 
Georgetown University in the 
first round of the NCAA 
Basketball Tournament's 
Eastern Regional, James 
Madison University coach Lou 
Campanelli strolled the 
sidelines, repeating "Can you 
believe this team?" 
No. It is difficult to com- 
prehend the accomplishments 
of a team that, in its fifth year 
at the Division I level, 
recorded 21 wins, captured the 
ECAC Southern Division 
Championship and advanced 
to the second round of the 
NCAAs        before being 
eliminated by seventh ranked 
Notre Dame University. 
Here was a young team 
which, having lost its all-time 
leading scorer and rebounder 
in Steve Stielper last season, 
faced the most demanding 
schedule in the school's 
athletic history. 
Even Campanelli admitted 
during the later stages of the 
season that he had some 
doubts and would have been 
satisfied with 15 or 16 wins at 
the beginning of the year. "To 
be honest, I was scared at the 
beginning of the season," 
Campanelli said Tuesday. 
THE BREEZE failed to 
include a single JMU player 
on our preseason All-ECAC 
South team. We have rectified 
that situation with our post- 
season team. 
Were the Dukes lucky? No. 
In fact with some good for- 
tune, JMU could have won 24 
or 25 games. 
Tyrone     Shoulders     and 
Linton Townes both missed 
attempts at game-winning 
shots against the University of 
Virginia. Another excellent 
game came against Old 
Dominion University at 
Godwin Hall. Again JMU 
came up short, bowing 65-63 in 
double overtime. 
"We had our home crowds 
at fever pitch and couldn't pull 
it off. We were knocking on the 
door and had it slammed in 
our face." Campanelli said. 
But JMU's accomlishments 
in post-season play take away 
virtually any significance the 
regular season may have had. 
The sight of Charles Fisher 
falling into his mother's arms 
after cutting down the victory 
net at Hampton and then 
accepting the most valuable 
player award while flashing 
his contagious grin reflected 
this season. 
IT WAS a season of emotion. 
Campanelli and his players 
shed tears after the loss to 
Virginia. After winning the 
ECAC-South, Campanelli's 
tears were ones of joy. "After 
the Virginia game, our kids 
walked off in tears and 
Virginia's players walked off 
in shock." Campanelli said. 
"It was a pathetic ending to a 
great basketball game. 
"We faced a lot of adversity 
during the year, and this team 
handled it better than 
anyone," he added. "Every 
time they got their noses 
bloody, they came back ready 
to play." 
After some painful defeats 
during the year, Campanelli 
referred to his "love" for the 
team. His expression and tone 
of voice solidified his 
statement. 
The only stroke of luck for 
the Dukes was the fact that 
the champion of the ECAC- 
South earned an automatic bid 
to the NCAA competition. 
Unknown teams like JMU 
tend to be overlooked by 
tournament selection com- 
mittees. 
But the Dukes were very 
deserving of a bid. At the 
homecoming rally staged for 
the team, Campanelli made 
that very clear. "JMU 
basketball has arrived on the 
national level," he said. 
"Notre Dame had to play their 
ass off to beat us." 
THE SQUAD Notre Dame 
defeated certainly was not the 

























BY THE end of the season, the Duk 
made   believers   of   fans   throughoi 
A HEROES' welcome await* 
AS HE DID all season long. Charles Fisher operates the Dukes- 
offense, here against Notre Dame's John Paxson. 
THREE MAY be a crowd, bat it wasn't enough to stop Steve 
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hard to believe 
win at least one game in both 
the Lapchick Memorial and 
Virginia Tech Tournaments. 
Cynics laughed, but Shoulders 
and the Dukes laughed last. 
"From the start of the 
season, there was an idea 
permeating through the whole 
team that we could play with 
anyone," Campanelli said. 
The nine-year head coach 
descibed himself as a mix- 
master, attempting to blend 
the group of individuals. "We 
had a guy like Ruland who 
needed to be reassured of his 
ability and then a kid like 
David Dupont who would step 
in front of a freight train to 
take a charge. It was a unique 
bunch of players," he com- 
mented. 
"I THINK I coached a bit 
lere Lou Campanelli celebrates 
step,    the   EC'AC-South   title- 
I the rest of the Dukes. 
differently," Campanelli 
added. "For the first time, I 
never chewed them out after a 
loss. We always tried to ac- 
centuate the positive." 
JMU entered the NCAA 
Tournament with a positive 
attitude. The coaches and 
players knew that if the Dukes 
performed well they could 
beat Georgetown, 
However, the question 
remained: could JMU 
withstand the inherent 
pressure of major post-season 
play? 
"After the first 20 minutes 
of the William and Mary game 
(ECAC semifinals), we were 
loose," Campanelli noted. 
"We may have been a little 
uptight for Notre Dame, but 
understand that was an 
awesome experience. Playing 
in the same doubleheader with 
matinee idols like Notre Dame 
and UCLA was incredible." 
It was indeed awesome to 
watch a group of virtually 
unknown athletes compete at 
this level. The Dukes were 
overmatched in terms of size, 
quickness and ability, but the 
qualities of emotion and 
chemistry served them well. 
"This team has a lot of 
heart," Campenelli said. 
"They never quit against 
anyone." 
The Dukes demonstrated 
their poise against 
Georgetown. Down the 
stretch, JMU connected on IS 
of 18 free throws and refused 
to panic against the Hoyas' 
pressing,   trapping   defense. 
The performances in the 
opening round and against 
Notre Dame were a credit to 
the team and to Campanelli. 
Perhaps the Dukes played 
over their head, but it was 
Campanelli and his staff who 
somehow instilled that at- 
titude of self-belief in this 
team. 
Reflecting on the ex- 
perience, Campanelli com- 
mented, "I'm still a bit numb. 
It was like a whirlwind. It 
happened so quickly; it's hard 
to believe its over." 
It is over, and now JMU can 
snicker at its critics. One 
Miami columnist wrote before 
the NCAA competition, "I 
thought James Madison was a 
dead president." 
REMARKS LIKE that 
disappeared from the media 
after last weekend. • 
The bid to the NCAA 
Tournament was obviously a 
thrill for Campanelli, who 
called it, "The highlight of my 
basketball career." 
Adding to that enjoyment 
was the good fortune to have 
played in Providence, R.I. 
Campanelli was an assistant 
coach at the University of 
Rhode Island in Providence 
before accepting his position 
here. 
The Providence area press 
was kind to Campanelli and 
the team. Since there are 
enough pressures facing a 
man coaching for the first 
time in the NCAAs, it ap- 
peared that the atmosphere in 
Providence relaxed Cam- 
panelli. 
"Being around old friends 
was great," he said. "It was a 
true homecoming for Lou 
Campanelli." 
The coach and his team 
made the most of it 
DAVID DUPONT soars over Notre Dame's Orlando Woouidjre 
for an easy two points. 
CHARLES FISHER and Dan Ruland show why the Dukes'de- 
fense was among the best in the nation all year long. 
Johnson CELEBRATING   the   ECAC championship.   Steve   Blackmon       f performs the duty of a champion. 
I» 6 
Incredible year ends, 54-45 
Jackson, Irish weardown JMU 
By DAVID TEEL 
PROVIDENCE, R.I — Notre Dame 
was ripe for the picking. 
Orlando Woolridge was hurting and 
Kelly Tripucka was rendered inef- 
fective. But James Madison 
University failed to take advantage of 
the situation in dropping a 54-45 
.decision to the Fighting Irish 
Saturday in the second round of the 
NCAA Basketball Tournament. 
The defeat ended the Dukes" 
storybook season at 21-9, and snapped 
a seven-game JMU win streak. 
"If a couple of hoops had fallen at 
the right time, wed have been right in 
it, " JMU forward Steve Blackmon 
said. 
Coach Lou Campanelli echoed 
Blackmon. "With the type of game we 
play you have to hit certain shots and 
we didn't in the second half." 
Alter shooting 62.5 percent in the 
first half, the Dukes connected on just 
35.7 percent in the second 20 minutes. 
Charles Fisher and Linton Townes, 
JMU's two main outside threats, shot 
a combined 7-19 for the game. 
THE FIGHTING 
O IRISH 
"CREDIT NOTRE Dame's defense 
for the way we shot," Campanelli 
noted. 
Could nerves have played a factor 
with JMU playing on national 
television against a school with a 
storied basketball past such as Notre 
Dame? "We probably were a bit 
nervous, but that went away after five 
or six minutes," said center Dan 
Ruland. 
Blackmon was more adamant, 
claiming, "I wasn't nervous. They 
ain't no better than us. They've just 
got that tradition and they play on 
television a lot." 
That tradition was very evident 
Saturday. Providence had its annual 
St. Patrick's Parade on game day and 
with the Fighting Irish playing before 
a Civic Center record crowd of 12,823, 
the city had an air of excitement. 
"With the parade and Notre Dame 
here, you would have  thought St.» 
Patrick himself was coming to the 
game," Tripucka noted. "That type of 
reception makes us feel good." 
THE SENIOR All-America forward 
was held in check by Blackmon and 
the Dukes' various zone alignments. 
Tripucka scored 13 points while hit- 
ting on just three of 11 field goal at- 
tempts. 
"What can you do?," Tripucka 
commented. "You are going to have 
those kind of days but it really doesn't 
matter. We got a W on our side and we 
are heading for Atlanta. There are 
enough upsets going around." 
In Atlanta, the seventh ranked Irish 
(23-5) will face Brigham Young 
University. 
Upsets seemed contagious in the 
initial rounds of the NCAA Tour- 
nament with number one ranked 
DePaul losing and the same fate 
overcoming number two Oregon 
State. It appears the face of college 
basketball is changing; there are few 
teams that do not play against top 
.   flight competition with confidence. 
"Nobody is in awe of anyone 
anymore," Townes suggested. 
Photo by Mark Thomptwi 
TRACY Jackson's 21 points and 12 rebounds proved to be JMU's downfall. 
Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps 
said JMU played with that type of an 
attitude. At a pre-game press 
gathering Phelps said, "It is obvious 
James Madison is a disciplined and 
well-coached team that believes in 
itself. We can't afford to take them or 
anyone lightly." 
Campanelli said. "We didn't do a good 
job of blocking him out." 
Jackson, who averaged just 5.1 
rebounds per game in the regular 
season, said Woolridge's inability to 
play at top speed was a factor in his 
rebounding performance. "Because 
of Orlando's injury, I tried to help out 
'/ think James Madison is one of the 
most difficult teams to play in any situation' 
ONE FIGHTING Irish player who 
obviously was serious about the game 
was Tracy Jackson. The senior guard 
from Silver Spring, Md. scored 21 
points and collared 12 rebounds, eight 
of them coming on the offensive 
boards. 
"I thought we defensed every 
position well, except for Jackson," 
more on the boards." 
The injury to Woolridge was a deep 
contusion in his upper left thigh that 
had hardened and created calcium 
deposits. He was in obvious pain 
throughout the game of which he 
played 39 of 40 minutes. 
IN AN early out-of-bounds situation 
the 6-foot-9 senior forward grimaced 
and simply said, "Come on leg." 
During timeouts Woolridge could 
not sit down. "We had to make a 
decision on whether or not to play 
Orlando," Phelps noted. "He said he 
felt he could go and the trainer 
agreed. I think he did a great job of 
just being out there." 
Tripucka and Woolridge are Notre 
Dame's two leading scorers and with 
both of them playing at below par, the 
Dukes had a chance at pulling off a 
stunner. 
"I think James Madison is one of 
the most difficult teams to play in any 
situation," Phelps commented. We 
were never in a situation to blow them 
out." 
Jackson again played a significant 
role when the Dukes challenged the 
Irish in the second half. Trailing 38-35, 
JMU had possession with nine 
minutes left in the contest. 
Townes looked to pass inside but 
Jackson swiped away the ball. JMU 
would not have an opportunity to cut 
the lead to one for the remainder of 
the game. 
An acute observation by Phelps 
may have aided Jackson. "From 
watching the games Thursday night, I 
noticed the ball bouncing further out 
on rebounds." Phelps explained. "So I 
told our guards to try and get position 
just inside the foul line." 
Lack of inside strength rturt the 
Dukes immediately after as Jackson 
leaped high in the lane to tip in a 
missed shot, giving the Irish a 40-35 
lead. 
With Notre Dame starting four 
players 6-foot-6 or taller, it was ob- 
vious JMU would be undermanned. 
To compound the problem, the Dukes 
used just six players for the entire 
game while the Fighting Irish 
countered with eight. 
"YOU CAN only stop so many good 
players for so long;" Campanelli said. 
"I think they wore us down a bit" 
Notre Dame's smallest starter, 
point guard John Paxson, made what 
Phelps termed the game's key play. 
With 5:30 showing on the clock, 
Paxson snuck inside JMU's zone 
defense, scored on a lay up. was fouled 
by Ruland and completed the three- 
point play. 
Now the Irish were in command 45- 
37. 
Phelps indicated that for the 
remainder of the game Notre Dame 
rotated three different delay tactics. 
But as the clock ran down with the 
Irish in possession, JMU did not foul. 
The Dukes allowed Notre Dame to 
stall the ball from 1:15 down to :23 
before Townes finally fouled Paxson 
"I think it was a case of our kids 
losing their poise," Campanelli said. 
"We" wanted them to foul earlier but 
they just didn't. 
"I really don't think it would have 
made much of a difference," he ad- 
ded. "All of their players are such 
good foul shooters." 
. However, the JMU mentor was not 
distraught. "We have no complaints," 
he commented. "We done good; we 
done real good." 
•v 
Photo by Mlht Mdlly 
ANTICIPATION (right) turns into joy for JMU coach Lou Campanelli. CAMPANELLI Mid he owes it to himself to consider offers from other schools. 
Campanelli may move up coaching ladder 
By DAVID TEEL 
Well coached. 
That was probably the most widely used 
description of the James Madison University 
basketball team during its trip to Providence, R.I. 
and the NCAA Eastern Regional. 
Notre Dame University's Digger Phelps said it as 
did Georgetown University's John Thompson. 
"James Madison is one of the most difficult teams to 
play in any situation," Phelps commented. "That is a 
credit to the coach." 
Of course Lou Campanelli is the man these com- 
pliments are directed at. In his ninth year at the helm 
of the JMU program, Campanelli guided a team far 
beyond its pre-season expectations and into the 
national limelight for a few fleeting moments. 
"I don't think I've had a press conference with this 
many people," Campanelli said after JMU's victory 
over Georgetown. "Nine years ago it was just a 
reporter from the school pa per and someone from the 
paper in town." 
THE NEXT morning the New Jersey native would 
attend a press breakfast with counterparts Larry 
Brown of UCLA, Frank Arnold of Brigham Young 
University and Phelps. The newcomer seemed 
nervous and tenative as he fidgeted at the dais and 
returned to his jacket for some chewing gum. 
But once at the podium. Campanelli handled 
himself well. As the (juestions progressed, the JMU 
mentor-seemed to Deoome more at ease. 
Answering a finaf-question'on- whether• he would ■ 
change tactics against Notre Dame,  Campanelli 
responded crisply, "No sir. We won't" 
THE COACH maintains that he handled the media 
attention well. "I tried to be accessible to the press 
because I believed the school and the program 
needed to become known," he said. 
Now that JMU and its basketball team are not 
obscure, Campanelli is making professional gains. 
No longer are his efforts unnoticed. 
In the past two years Campanelli has applied for 
coaching vacancies at the universities of Pittsburgh 
and Oklahoma. He was not in the final group con- 
sidered for either job. 
Now there are whispers that Campanelli may be on 
the move. A recent article in the Richmond limes- 
Dispatch explored the possibility. 
"It is flattering to be mentioned," Campanelli said. 
"I have been contacted and if someone wants to talk, 
I'll sit and listen. I owe it to myself and my family. 
"It would take something super to move me," he 
added. "This is a wonderful place to live. I've in- 
vested nine years of my coaching life here and it has 
been very rewarding." 
Campanelli still has two years remaining on his 
contract at JMU but athletic director Dean Ehlers 
said that would not be a factor. "If there was an 
opportunity for any of our coaches to move up, I 
would certainly not stand in their way," Ehlers said. 
Now that Dukes' fans have tasted success, they will 
undoubtedly want more. "I think this season will lead;. 
i..• to gneafceXiyycpeotations from; /ans. students* and., 
alumni," Ehlers said. "But I'm not trying to put 
pressure on the coaches." 
Campanelli may not want to tolerate such pressure 
at a school that has not yet reached the status of 
established power. Coaches at schools like UCLA are 
paid to accept that type of heat; coaches at JMU are 
not. 
"I think I understand his situation," Ehlers 
commented. "I still believe that from a budget 
standpoint, exposure standpoint and television 
standpoint, we are not up there with the elite. In the 
back of their mind every coach has a desire to try it at 
that level. 
"Coaches have a belief in themselves that they are 
as good as anyone. They want to compete," Ehlers 
elaborated. 
Campanelli has competed successfully at JMU, his 
first collegiate head coaching job. His teams have 
won 165 games and lost 73 for a winning percentage of 
.693. 
"I KNOW I can coach basketball," the former 
Rhode Island University assistant said. "I don't feel I 
have to go someplace and prove I can coach. I don't 
ever want to take another job where I ha ve to prove I 
can coach at that level." 
Ehlers apparently views the prospects of losing his 
basketball coach realistically. "Our coaches have 
had to sell kids on our program, not select them like 
Dean Smith does at North Carolina," he said. "After 
•what they've accomplished. I'd think.that the.upper 
echelon will take a joplt.^t.our.stajf,^ •"',,,,,', ,.v 
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Reflections Seniors' accomplishments I bring career satisfaction 
JMU LOSES three seniors. Above, guard Chip Rosenberg fires a 
Jumper over Georgetown's Jeff Bullis in die NCAA tourney. 
Below, the calming force, Steve Blackmon takes aim from the 
baseline. Below right, captain Tyrone Shoulders treats the fans to 
his specialty, the dunk. 
Bv-RK II A.YIACHKR 
and DAVID TEEL 
Who would have thought that James 
Madison University's three senior basketball 
players would end their careers answering 
questions outside their locker room after losing 
to Notre Dame University in the second round 
of the NCAA tournament? 
One thing is for sure. Chip Rosenberg. 
Tyrone Shoulders and Steve Blackmon had no 
feelings of grief. No one. including themselves, 
could possibly have known it would end this 
way and the fact that it had was an enormous 
accomplishment. 
"I feel alright." captain Tyrone Shoulders 
quietly said. "But I'm kind of upset." 
Shoulders, like the rest of the Dukes, was still 
somewhat dazed concerning the events that 
had taken place. 
"We went a long way and no one expected us 
to go this far." Shoulders said. "Now some 
people will respect us." 
STILL. THERE were the ifs. and while 
Shoulders could admit the loss to himself, he 
didn't want to concede it was over. "If a couple 
of shots had fallen we could have won this 
game," he said. "Whistles, if the refs had only 
blown their whistles more, it might have been 
different." 
If nothing else. Shoulders believed that JMU 
had given Notre Dame its money's worth, 
claiming. "We scared them, that's for sure." 
Shoulders, who was relegated to the role of 
sixth man this year, found it a difficult ad- 
justment to make. "I wasn't satisfied at first 
because I was used to starting," he com- 
mented. "In the end everything worked out 
okay." 
Statistics are not that important to 
Shoulders, but his performance this year did 
boost him into JMU's top ten lists in two 
categories. Shoulders, who pulled down 125 
rebounds this season is now fifth in career 
rebounding with 512 and 10th in most points 
scored with 689. 
JOINING SHOULDERS in that elite group is 
Blackmon. The Washington, D.C. native 
scored 852 points and collared 499 rebounds 
during his career, to make him JMU's seventh 
all-time scorer and sixth all-time rebounder. 
At 6-foot-4.  Blackmon was the steadying 
inlluence on the JMU squad. "Blackmon is a 
tough kid." Coach Lou Campanelli said. "He 
was not the kind of player you could in- 
timidate. He would back down from no one." 
That characteristic was evident during the 
NCAA competition. In the first half of both 
JMU games, when the team appeared tight. 
Blackmon connected on all eight of his shots. 
"I wasn't nervous out there," Blackmon 
said. "And I wasn't scared of anyone." 
Defense was the Dukes' forte throughout the 
season, and Blackmon was a major con- 
tributor. He contained Notre Dame's All- 
America forward Kelly Tripucka in the NCAA 
East Regional. 
AGAINST WILLIAM and Mary in the 
Eastern College Athletic Association Southern 
Division Tournament semifinals, the un- 
dersized Blackmon was matched against 6- 
foot-9 Ken Bowen. While covering the Indians' 
center, Blackmon held him scoreless and had 
several steals. 
As a freshman and as a sophomore, Black- 
mon was named JMU's Most Valuable 
Defensive Player. 
"Blackmon and Shoulders will be missed 
more- than a 20-point scorer like Steve 
Stielper." Campanelli noted. 
Rosenberg did not make any top 10 lists 
during his career. The 6-foot-3 guard made the 
team as a freshman walk-on and was granted 
scholarship status the following season. 
"I was really disappointed about the 
beginning of the year because I wasn't playing 
as much as I had anticipated," Rosenberg 
said. "But the playoffs were a new season and 
being able to contribute makes me look back 
on a happy career." 
IN THE ECAC-South tourney Rosenberg hit 
a jumper at the buzzer to tie William and Mary 
at halftime. The following night against Rich- 
mond he canned a 17-footer during the tight 
stages of the second half. 
"Chip bided his time," Campanelli noted. 
"When his time came, he was ready and he 
came through." 
Rosenberg said the team's progress sur- 
prised him. "I didn't think the program would 
accelerate this fast," he commented. "I 
always thought it would take six or seven 
years." 
■Wiim fcy Bmm<r Joftnun 
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Living Chicago Blues 
By BRYAN POWELL 
In a recent review of George 
Thorogood's latest LP, a 
Rolling Stone reviewer 
commented that if a musician 
plays only blues, he is better 
off not playing at all. That 
reviewer better stay out of 
Chicago. 
Alligator Records has just 
released volumes four, five 
and six of its Living Chicago 
Blues series. The first three 
volumes, which were released 
in 1978, showcase the talents 
of a number of Chicago's 
hardest working (but mostly 
unrecorded) performers and 
were nominated for a 
Grammy award. These three 
initial volumes were inspired 
by the Vanguard Chicago— 
The Blues—Today series of 
1965-66 and generously helped 
to boost the careers of 
guitarist Lonnie Brooks (see 
review on this page), piano 
wiz Pinetop Perkins and 
harmonica player Carey Bell. 
Volumes four through six will 
probably do the same for one 
or two of the better bluesmen 
who appear on them. 
Blues has always been and 
will continue to be a fusion of 
old and new techniques, 
sounds and progressions. 
Someone once wrote that the 
success of a bluesman 
depends on what he can do 
within the blues genre, as 
opposed to how he can expand 
it. The key, he said, is how one 
uses the given tools of the 
blues trade. 
THIS ANALYSIS appears to 
be true. All the artists here 
are at least locally successful, 
and they use some tested and 
well-worn tools. For example, 
on A.C. Reed's "Going To New 
York" (volume four), the 
listener can hear guitar riffs 
which duplicate those which 
Elmore James made famous 
in the 50s. These are guitar 
patterns        which have 
descended directly from 
fingerpicking rural blues (a la 
Robert Johnson). Most of the 
songs on these albums follow a 
standard 12 bar, three chord 
progression that traces back 
before the postwar days of 
Muddy Waters. 
On volume six, Luther 
"Guitar Junior" Johnson digs 
even further into the past. On 
the track "Somebody Have 
Mercy," he repeatedly uses 
the lines "Standing there 
wandering...will a matchbox 
hold my clothes." These lines 
can be dated to Blind Lemon 
Jefferson and the Columbia 
race records of the 20s! One 
can easily deduce, then, that 
there   must   be   a   limited 
number of given tools. 
The tools of the bluesman's 
craft must be very good ones, 
for blues has continued to 
thrive on them. The Living 
Chicago Blues series is a 
testimonial to that fact. 
Volumes four through six 
display the work of per- 
formers only slightly less 
talented than those who ap- 
peared on the first three 
volumes. All are performers 
who work in Chicago and have 
gone more or less unnoticed 
by record companies. They 
have some excellent material 
to offer,.and some interesting 
stories as well. 
VOLUME FOUR features 
A.C. Reed and the Spark 
Plugs, Scotty and the Rib Tips 
(Continued on Page 12) 
By BRYAN POWELL 
Lonnie Brooks started his career as an up- 
start rock 'n' roller from Dubuisson, La. About 
20 years ago, he went with the late Sam Cooke 
to Chicago and, in his own words, "got hung up 
in the blues." After two decades as a 
bluesman, Brooks is just beginning to get the 
recognition he deserves. 
His work was a cornerstone of the Grammy- 
nominated Living Chicago Blues series and his 
debut Alligator LP, Bayou Lightning was the 
Montreaux Jazz Festival winner of "Best R&B 
Album of 1980." The latest milestone in the 
Lonnie Brooks success story is the release of 
his second solo album, Turn On The Night. 
Brooks plays a particularly appealing brand 
of urban blues—updated, often up tempo- 
dealing with the realities of working class city 
life. Occasionally, the realism is too bur- 
densome, as in "Heavy Traffic," a track which 
describes rush hour miseries. Other cuts are 
more effective and just as direct. Consider 
Inflation": 
I looked for a Job to long 
I wore out my last pair of shoes 
Cause it's inflation 
Inflation done give me the blues. 
I got four years of college 
And I can't find a decent job 
If it wasn't for welfare and food stamps 
My whole family would starve- 
Nothing profound, but certainly to the point 
More often and just as directly, Brooks' 
lyrics deal with sexual relationships. At one 
point, he is dreaming of his "TV Mama," "the 
one with the big wide screen," and at another— 
during "Don't Go To Sleep On Me"—he is 
telling his woman not to go to sleep before he 
gets his "treat." 
Although his lyrics are an important part of 
his music, Lonnie Brooks still thrives on his 
dynamic musicianship. His guitar fills bet- 
ween verses are clean and crisp; his solos ring 
with flawless clarity. Such talent rescues songs 
like the lyrically-strained "Mother Nature." 
Supporting Brooks are a capable cast which 
includes keyboardist Ken Sadjak, rhythm 
guitarist Bob Levis, bassist Harian Terson and 
drummers Billy Jackson and Merle Perkiid. 
In addition, horn sections are used on half of 
the album's 10 tracks, usually with excellent 
results. The horns are best used on the soulful 
"I'll Take Care of You," a slow-paced number 
that blends organ and saxophone well. 
The LP's final track is "Zydeco," which is a 
testimonial to Brooks' bayou roots and an 
experiment in variety. The song has the ac- 
celerated country-blues feel to it that 
characterizes the Louisiana zydeco music 
form. 
But mostly Brooks sticks to straightforward 
blues. As well he should, for there are few 
working bluesman today more creative and 
talented than he. Turn On The Night exem- 
plifies this fact more effectively than any 
words could. 
THELDnniEB(^nOK5BRnU 
Lonnie Brooks and Blues Deluxe 
Hot blues burn 
through the night 
LONNIE BROOKS was a cornerstone of the original Living Chicago 
Blues series, appeared on the live Blues Deluxe LP and has just 
released his second solo a Ibum, Torn On The Night     mwiir 
- StitfiMiTittifti T-T 
By BRYAN POWELL 
There is an interesting history-behind the 
recording of Blues Deluxe, a live LP featuring 
various blues stars, which was made last year 
in the middle of a scorching Chicago summer. 
Specifically, the album was recorded during 
"ChicagoFest '80" on the Navy Pier in Chicago 
Aug. 1-17 at the Blues Stage. The all-star cast 
includes both old and new blues masters. 
Those representing "the old guard" include 
Muddy Waters, who, more than anyone, is the 
blues embodied; Willie Dixon, the most prolific 
songwriter in blues history; and, last but not 
least Mighty Joe Young. The younger, more 
contemporary generation is represented by 
Son Seals, Lonnie Brooks and Koko Taylor, 
each a significant force in today's blues scene. 
Bringing these two groups together results in 
an overwhelmingly strong LP. 
THE BEST single cut on the album has to be 
Waters' "Clouds In My Heart": 
Calling for nasty weather 
Woman, I believe it's goin' to rain 
Calling for nasty weather 
Woman, I believe it's goin' to rain 
Check up on my baby 
She's gone with another man. 
The song's stormy, violent lyrics are quite 
similar to the conditions under which the song 
was recorded. August in Chicago had been hot 
and rainy and, on the next to last night of the 
ChicagoFest Waters' long-anticipated ap- 
pearance had to be cancelled due to flooding on 
the Blues Stage. Fortunately, the show was 
moved to the ChicagoFest Main Stage, and 
Muddy and the crowd relocated for a wet set of 
blues that lasted well past midnight amidst 
thunder, lightning, and tremendous applause. 
The recording which emerged features some 
excellent guitar by Waters and others and 
particularly distinctive vocals by Muddy. 
Koko Taylor and Her Blues Machine also 
offer a no-holds-barred blues attack on "Hey 
Bartender," as Emmet "Maestro" Sanders 
and Steve Ditzell trade some of the hottest 
moments in the Windy City since the Chicago 
Fire a century or so ago. Lonnie Brooks' 
"Sweet Home Chicago" and Son Seals' "Don't 
Throw Your Love On Me So Strong" are 
similar—both smoke. Period. 
NOT TO be outdone, Willie Dixon and the 
Chicago Blues All Stars have fun with the 
classic "Wang Dang Doodle": 
We're gonna romp and tromp till midnight 
We're gonna fuss and fight till daylight.. 
Mighty Joe Young's "Need A Friend" pales 
in comparison to the other tracks on Blues 
Deluxe. It seems flat and too low-key to be 
included in such an energetic collection, 
although on a set of tunes similar to it it 
probably would go over fairly well. 
Overall, Blues Deluxe is probably one of the 
hottest blues albums put on vinyl since Chess 
Records folded back in the mid 
finally,  a  reaffirmation of the 
Mtxoaoi n
i I 
w 70s. It is, I 
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By BRYAN POWELL 
9:45 a.m. The radio alarm blares. With one 
foul, practiced swoop my right arm descends 
blindly upon the "snooze" button. 
9:54. The return of the radio this time is less 
intrusive. Grover Washington's "Just The Two 
of Us" fills the room with sound. "One I like," I 
mumble to no one in particular. I stir slowly, 
noticing that my roommate is gone. 
9:55. The cobwebs partially cleared, I set my 
sights on the priorities of the day—the first is 
"Leave It To Beaver" which comes on channel 
five in five minutes. The Beaver is practically 
an institution at our place. We just love it when 
Eddie Haskell calls him a "little squirt" and 
when Beaver asks his big brother Wally about 
"girls and stuff." 
SO I pull on my gray corduroys and drag my 
drowsy body into the living room. 
The TV is off. 
The TV is never off in our Presidential 
apartment, but now it is. 
"What? The tube's off? What's going on 
here?" I ask my apartment mates. Greg and 
Andy, who appear ' to be studying 
(STUDYING??) diligently. 
"Go ahead and turn it on," Greg says. 
Sol do. 
Static. Fuzzy lines. Blankness. 
The cable is out! 
I STEP back, stumbling with the shock of my 
discovery. They were all so much a part of my 
'What?  The tube's off?' 
life; the Beaver, Chip and Ernie Douglas, little 
Barbie Cooper. What will I do without them? 
10:17. Lex rushes down from upstairs to see 
if I've heard the news. He calls the cable 
company who says it will be out at least until 
tomorrow. 
6:35 p.m. Friends have been calling all day 
to offer their condolences. Some sent flowers. 
With the curtains drawn and Elton John's 
"Funeral For A Friend" playing lowly in the 
background, we sit in the living room, 
reminiscing about those "good ol' days" when 
we could lie back on our couches, swilling 
Shaefer beers and enjoying "Happy Days 
Again"...and again..and again. I will always 
remember Richie's "hu-hu-huh" and the 
Font's "Aaaay!" We recall in praising tones 
Detectives Starsky and Hutchinson, leaping 
onto the hoods of cars and generally being 
rude. Meanwhile, Channel 3's "Action News" 
and "Project 3" drone endlessly. And, worst 
off all, we only get to see "MASH" once all day. 
Jerry Mathers, where are you? j 
if Living Blues 
(Continued from Page 11) 
and Lovie Lee with Carey 
Bell. Reed's tenor sax 
provides a nice counterpoint 
to the guitar hook on "Hard 
Times," which is his best 
moment. Lovie Lee, who has 
recently replaced Pinetop 
Perkins in Muddy Waters' 
band tickles the ivories to 
near perfection, but lacks a 
necessary songwriting punch. 
Still, most of what's here 
(particularly "Naptown") is 
enjoyable. But the hottest 
tracks on this LP belong to 
Scotty and the Rib Tips. The 
Rib Tips are led by Kenneth 
"Buddy" Scott and include his 
brother, Walter, and sons, 
Kenneth Jr. and Jerome. Of 
the four tracks which they 
contribute to the album, the 
the singlemost enjoyable cut 
on any of these three volumes. 
That track, "Drown In My 
Own Tears," is done by Lacy 
Gibson with the Chicago Fire 
Band (the group which nor- 
mally backs Son Seals). The 
song is slow and powerful, and 
the piano fills by King 
Solomon are an excellent trim 
to Gibson's understated 
vocals. Gibson's "Cry For My 
Baby" is a delightful 12 bar 
romp. 
Big Leon Brooks' Blues 
Harp Band, which follows 
Gibson on volume five, offers 
a less sophisticated, more 
earthy found, as Brooks wails 
on harmonica and Pinetop 
Perkins shows why he's one of 
the     best     piano    players 
I was so embarrassed when I 
found out 
I was on the wrong floor. 
My neighbors all know 
I'm not that kind of guy 
I wouldn't have done what I 
did 
If I hadn't of been high. 
Luther "Guitar Junior" 
Johnson provides a less 
guitar-oriented, slightly more 
rural  sound  which  is  very 
— 
appealing. Joe Berson follows 
the guitar pattern on harp 
with good results, and Pinetop 
Perkins once again shines on 
piano. Johnson shows some 
flair for flashy guitar as well, 
although no one particular cut 
stands-out as his best. 
Closing the album is— 
surprise—a woman Queen 
Sylvia Embry, who plays bass 
as well as handling the vocal 
duties, has a good but not 
outstanding  voice   which   is 
best presented on the mellow 
"Please Let Me Stay," which 
is the last song of the album 
and the series (at least for 
now). 
The Living Chicago Blues 
series is an impressive 
collection of talented blues 
artists-one that could only be 
found in Chicago. More than 
anything else, it shows that 
the tools of the bluesman's 
craft are still holding up quite 
well. 
* Springsteen 
The feey is how one uses 
the given tools of the blues trade' 
best is "Careless With Your 
Love," a low-key, soulful 
number. Also impressive are 
the jovial "Big Leg Woman" 
and the threatening "Poison 
Ivy": 
I don't like to brag 
Don't like to say what I do 
WeU. I'm Uke poison ivy 
I'll break out all over yoa. 
Volume   five   is   less  ap- 
pealing - overall- but - features 
anywhere. Andrew Brown 
closes the LP hi enjoyable, 
though not overwhelming, 
fashion. 
Volume six begins with 
Detroit Junior, a piano player 
known more for his humor 
than for keyboard work. 
Below is a verse from "If I 
Hadn't Been High:" 
I woke up my neighbors 
(Continued from Page 10) 
"Thunder Road," which had 
to have been his most warmly 
accepted song of the evening. 
The crowd understood 
Springsteen, felt what be felt 
and sang the entire song, 
matching each inflection in 
his voice as he sang to the 
faint-hearted Mary: "There 
were ghosts in the eyes of all 
the boys you sent away. They 
haunt this dusty beach road in 
the skeleton frames of burnt- 
out Chevrolets." 
Individual performances 
also highlighted the evening. 
Danny Federici's accordion 
piece in "4th of July Asbury 
Park (Sandy)" was enjoyable 
bit of variety, and Roy Bit- 
tan's piano work throughout 
was commendable, as ex- 
pected. Max Weinberg's 
drumming in "Cadillac 
Ranch" and "Candy's Room" 
mullni iiuUtaHi'jrTaneiifg ■ 
bass in "Fire" was prominent 
and .controlling. 
Bruce's wild impromptu 
dance during "Sherry Darlin' 
" with a girl he pulled from 
the audience added athletics 
to the repertoire of ac- 
complishments that evening. 
The race of Bruce's har- 
monica against Clarence 
demons' sax produced a fine 
ending for "Promised Land," 
and with Miami Steve Van 
Zandt's fierce guitar break 
during this same song, 
"Promised Land" left little 
for anyone to complain about. 
Skeptics, if indeed there were 
any in the audience at this 
point, no doubt threw their 
hands in the air at this song. 
THE FINEST individual 
performance, though, is 
credited to Clarence Clemens 
for his marathon sax break in 
"Jungleland," a song Bruce 
had dedicated to him. Lasting 
several minutes, his solo left 
the audlenW hi "A ■ state 'of 
drained, emotional 
exhaustion. The band left the 
stage afterward to return and 
played "Born to Run" and 
"Detroit Medley" as encores. 
But to myself and others, 
"Jungleland" was the finest 
performance of the night, and 
the Big Man's sax solo had 
been its high point. 
We walked out to our cars 
exhausted, awed and 
mystified as to the motivation 
of such performers who were 
doing this several nights a 
week. Tonight the concert had 
lasted three-and-a-half hours, 
short of the four hours I 
witnessed in D.C. Later I was 
informed this "brevity" was a 
result of Springsteen's 
health "He was coming down 
with pneumonia," I was told 
by friends who managed to get 
backstage and meet him. I 
was amazed. Now without 
ever having been to war I had 
something to tell my kids 
•about.*   "-•- 
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-Announcements 
Religious Careers 
A Religious Careers Day 
will be held March 25,9 a.m.-3 
p.m. in the WUU ballroom. 
Information will be available 
on professional careers in 
ministry, education, social 
work, music, business, 
publishing, seminaries and 
graduate education. 
Representatives from several 
seminaries will  be present. 
Special Olympics 
The Special Olympics will 
be held March 29 at Godwin 
Hall. Volunteers are needed to 
help with clinics. To volun- 
teer, call 8514 or stop by 
Godwin 311. 
Modern Dance 
The Modern Dance En- 
semble of the JMU Dance 
Theatre will present a concert 
March 19-21 at 8 p.m. in 
Latimer Shaeffer. Faculty 
and student choreography will 
be performed. 
ODK 
Omicron Delta Kappa, the 
national leadership honor 
society, is now accepting 
applications for membership. 
Candidates must be at least a 
Junior with a minimum 3.25 
GPA and have had leadership 
experience. Applications may 
be picked up in Alumnae 108. 
Deadline is March 26. 
Pre-Legal Society 
The Pre-Legal Society will 
meet March 24 at 7 p.m. in 
WUU D. Harrisonburg at- 
torney Frank Blatt will speak 
on the topic "Revised Rape 
Laws in Virginia" and club 
elections for 1981-82 officers 
will beheld. 
WMRA 
WMRA, 90.7 FM, presents 
News and Views, a public 
affairs program, March 20 at 
6:30 p.m. and March 22 at 
12:30 p.m. Host Elliot Wiser 
will talk to local CPA's about 
preparing income tax returns. 
Job Workshops Founder's Day 
champ 
It's fash ion's favorite and you'll agree 
it's a great shirt for spring. Young 
Men's sporty style has a kangaroo 
pouch pocket, placket collar and raglan 
sleeves. The look is just right with 
comfort and easy fit. Bright colors don 
a crisp white collar. Abo available with 
matching   shorts. Girls like them as well 
■•     gnys. 
BELL'S 
r^ 
VALLEY   MALL, 
HARRISONBURG. VA 
A resume writing workshop 
will be held March 23. Job 
search strategies and ap- 
plication writing for teachers 
workshop will be held March 
24. Interviewing for teachers 
will be March 25 and an in- 
terviewing techniques 
workshop will be held March 
26. Sign up in advance in 
Career ^-Planning and 
Placement, Alumnae 208. 
Roller Skating 
A roller skating party 
sponsored by Shorts Hall will 
be held March 19 10 p.m.-l 
a.m. atSkatetown. The cost is 
$2.50 including skate rentals. 
Majors 
The Counseling and Student 
Development Center will 
conduct a class to assist 
students in clarifying career 
goals and in selecting a major 
March 26, April 2 and 9, 9- 
10:30 a.m. Call 6552 to sign up. 
Announcements 
Graduation announcements 
will be distributed March 24-25 
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in WUU A. 
Newspaper columnist and 
author Guy Fridell will be the 
guest speaker at the annual 
Founder's Day program 
March 20. Fridell will speak at 
1:30 p.m. at Grafton-Stovall. 
The theme of this year's 
program concerns com- 
munication and the news 
media. 
Alanon 
A campus group for 
students concerned about 
friends or family with 
drinking problems has been 
established. Alanon meets 
Tuesdays 6 -7 p.m. in 
Wine-Price auditorium. 
Jaycees 
An organizational meeting 
for students interested in 
forming a campus chapter of 
the Jaycees and Jaycettes will 
be held March 25 at 7 p.m. in 
WUUB. 
Car Wash 
Alpha Gama Delta will 
sponsor a car wash March 219 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kroger's 
parking lot 
A&P 
Schmidts 6/12 1.49 
Miller 6/12 1.79 
RC Cola 
Diet Rite 8/16 oz. 
1.29 plus deposit 
Ground .Beef 3 lb. Roll 
1.28/lb. 
Anne Page Potato Chips 
8 oz. pk .79 
Lettuce .48 per head 
A&P all meat franks 1.29 /lb. 
Colgate Toothpaste 
7 oz. tube 1.09 
Jane Parker Plain or 
Seeded Rye Bread 2/.99 
Anne Page Apple Juice 
1/2 gal ct.  .99 
A&P Yogurt 8 oz. 2/.79 
A&P Cream Cheese 
8 oz.  .69 
Postage Rates 
Beginning March 22, 
postage rates increase to 18 
cents for the first ounce and 17 
cents for each additional 
ounce. The cost for for- 
warding an eight ounce 
magazine will increase to 99 
cents. Please notify the 
campus post office if you will 
be on campus for May or 
summer session. 
Classrooms 
Any student or group can 
requisition a campus 
classroom not in use. Sign up 
with Dottie Lam in Wilson 107 
in advance, so that the room 
may be reserved and 
unlocked. 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Phi Beta Lambda is 
sponsoring a party March 20 9 
p.m.-l a.m. at the Issac 
Walton League Hall. The 
party is open to all members 
and friends. 
Escort Service 
AKP and TKE in 
cooperation with the SGA are 
offering a free escort service 
on campus. Hours forAXP are 
9-12 p.m. Sun-Thurs. Call 5698. 
Hours for TKE are 10 p.m.-2 
a.m. Call 7426. 
Jump For Heart 
The Mercury Club will 
sponsor a "Jump Rope for 
Heart" on March 21, 1-4 p.m. 
at the Valley Mall in con- 
junction with Nutrition Day. 
The Breeze 
The Breeze u now accepting 
applications for the positions 
of: news editor, feature 
editor, editorial editor, sports 
editor, photography editor, 
graphics editor, production 
manager, ads design 
manager, and ads 
salespersons. All positions are 
paid on undergraduate 
scholarship or commission. 
Written applications should be 
directed to Chris Kouba, The 
Breeze. Deadline is March 30. 
All announcements mould to" 
double-spaced and brought to Tha 
Breeze announcement box In Itw 
basement of Wine Price PIHU specify 
In wnat issue data* the armouncatntnt 
should run. The osedllni tor an- 
nouncements In tha Friday Issue Is noon 
Tuesday and tor the Tuesday issue Is 
noon Friday. Amouncments will not to 
accepted by phone. 
Hours: 
H*<ia* -I 
i SM   : 
IhOOM*- »: SO |St 
'   '   hi • Ss*_ 
Students don't forget your 
ID is gttod for a IS per cent 
discount on all regular price 
orders, 
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Dukes bounce back from Florida 'disaster' 
By RICH AMACHER 
"Disasterous." 
That was Coach Brad Babcock's reaction to 
James Madison University's baseball team's 
performance during its spring break road trip 
to Florida. 
Babcock's comment was based on the 
success the Dukes have been accustomed to in 
recent seasons. 
There were some positive aspects to report, 
the team did manage to play 10 games, two 
against junior colleges, and everyone saw 
some action. 
"It was a successful trip as far as everyone 
getting some playing time," Babcock said 
"Obviously it helped." 
Since compiling a 2-6 mark on the trip south, 
the Dukes rebounded this week to annihilate 
both Alderson-Broaddus College and Virginia 
Military Institute. 
TUESDAY, JMU tied a school record when it 
embarrassed VMI 30-2. The score would have 
been worse had the Keydets coach Jim Rowsey 
not thrown in the towel after five innings. 
The Dukes, who led 4-0, unrelentlingly 
vented their Florida frustrations on the 
pathetic Keydets in the third. To say it was a 
scoring explosion is mild, for JMU sent 19 
batters to the plate and made sure 16 of them 
scored. 
Russ Dickerson highlighted the massacre 
with a three-run shot over the batting cage in 
left field. In addition, Dickerson accounted for 
Five RBIs in the inning. 
Tom Bocock, who leads the team with a .514 
batting average, kept alive his 10-game hitting 
streak, singling home a run during the out- 
burst. 
Freshman Mike Reeves, who batted three 
times, was the only player to get two hits. 
Reeves and six other Dukes each scored twice. 
Left-handed freshman Justin Gannon, 
making his first appearance on the mound, 
went the five innings to pick up the win. 
Gannon struck out two against no walks and 
gave up five hits. 
"WE HAVE to play VMI because they are in 
the state conference," Babcock said. "In fact 
we have to play them again." 
Monday the Dukes pounded Alderson- 
Broaddus 21-3 in the first game of a scheduled 
doubleheader. Cold weather and the thought of 
second drubbing spelled forfeit. 
An ll-run outburst in the second put a quick 
end to the Battlers, as the Dukes slugged 21 
hits, including three by Lorenzo Bundy, who hit 
his second homerun of the season. 
Warner Crumb completed his second game, 
upping his record to 2-1. 
Commenting on Alderson-Broaddus as op- 
ponents for his squad, Babcock said, "We'll 
play any out of state team that wants to come 
through and play us. We'll schedule any nor- 
thern team that'll play us so that we can get a 
50-game schedule." 
Part of the Dukes' dismal showing in Florida 
can be attributed to pitching problems, ac- 
cording to Babcock. "Some of our pitchers 
didn't really come through for us," he noted. 
THE WEAKNESS is evident in some of the 
lopsided scores by which the Dukes lost. In 
JMU's season opener against Jacksonville 
University, the Dolphins erupted for six runs in 
the second inning to hand the Dukes an 8-5 
defeat. Sophomore Kip Yancey absorbed the 
loss, completing just two innings. 
Bundy, currently batting .419, got off to a fast 
start, banging out two hits including a triple 
and knocking in four runs. 
Jacksonville, who swept the four-game 
series, won the second game 5-2, as Dave 
Blondino took the loss. 
The third contest turned into a rout, as the 
Dolphins built a 10-2 fifth inning lead and won 
13-5. Crumb was the victim, but again the 
Dukes' bats showed flashes. Shortstop Tom 
Bocock had three hits, including a double and 
drove in two runs. 
Game four turned into a slugfest JMU led 6- 
2 after four and a half, but in the bottom of the 
fifth, Jacksonville rallied for five runs to go up 
7-6. . 
In the seventh, the Dolphins scored twice 
more, but in the top of the eighth the Dukes 
regained the lead. Bocock and Tony Marant 
singled in runs and Mike Reeves hit a sacrifice 
fly as JMU tallied four times to go on top 10-9. 
With one out in the ninth, Jacksonville got 
couple of bloop hits to come out ahead 11-10. 
John Kwiatkoski became the fourth Dukes' 
hurler to suffer defeat. 
JMU won its next two games against Walsh 
College of Ohio and Marian College of Indiana. 
Crumb notched his first win, shutting out 
Walsh 7-0. 
Freshman Bobby Layman went the distance 
against Marian as the Dukes supported him 
with an n-2 win. 
The Dukes ended the trip bowing to the 
University of Florida 194 and to Eastern 
Kentucky University 9-8. 
P*twita hti Vat WaasvA 
CATCHER Randy Faulconer was one of seven the Keydets. 30-2 to run its season record to 5-«. 
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a splits two 
matches at NCAA 
By DAVE FACINOLI 
Going into the NCAA Wrestling Championships last 
week, James Madison University's Paul Morina set a 
goal of finishing in the top eight of his 158-pound weight 
division. 
With 38 wrestlers in his division at the Princeton 
University competition, Morina failed to reach his goal 
as he was pinned in his second match by Cleveland 
State's Matt Dulka. 
"I was disappointed I lost to him," Morina said. "I 
thought I was better." 
Dulka, seeded eighth in the 158-pound division, got off 
to a 5-0 start in the first period. However, Morina fought 
back to take a 6-5 lead by the end of the period. Morina 
started the second period in the down position and got 
caught on his back and pinned 1:05 into the period. 
"I STOPPED moving for just a second and he got me 
on my back and that was it," Morina said. "When a 
wrestler starts in the down position he cannot hesitate 
and cannot afford to stop moving for a second. That is 
what I did and it was the reason he pinned me. 
"I was a little upset I did not lose to a higher-ranked 
wrestler in my division," he added. 
"We knew Dulka was tough on top so we did not want 
Morina to get caught on the bottom," JMU wrestling 
coach Dick Besnier noted. "Once he did Dulka put in a 
power move which Morina got out of, but then he caught 
him in a similar move that pinned him." 
Morina won his first match 17-3, against Ball State 
University's Don Mappes. 
"It took me about 30 seconds to realize I was wrestling 
in the nationals when my first match started" Morina 
recalled. "Mappes took me down right at the start but 
then I got my concentration going and I came back to 
beat him." 
MORINA CLAIMED he was not nervous going into the 
tournament. "The Princeton gymnasium is big and the 
first time I was there two years ago it intimidated me 
but this time I was used to the place," he said. 
Morina finished the season with a 36-5-1 record. Of his 
five losses, the only pin came against Dulka. He was also 
the first JMU wrestler ever to qualify for the nationals. 
"Morina represented us well," Besnier said. "He was 
as good as any wrestler there; it just happened he got 
beat by a good wrestler that caught him in a good 
move." 
^*  ■-■- 
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Congratulations On A Very 
Successful Season. 




A NOTE OF THANKS TO THE DIKES: 
YOU CAPTURED OUR HEARTS AND 
MADE US PROUD.    _ 
YOU'RE THE GREATEST! 
TaJod  Blue Ribbon &S * / 
I*. 
- 
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Squire Hill, unfurnished, 
option to rent next fall. Clean, 
close to campus, $260 per 
month. Call 434-5753, ask for 
Mark. 
WANT TO SUBLET a  2- 
bedroom apartment with AC 
from May through August. 
Call Dave at 4701 or Wayne at 
7245. 
TWO UNFURNISHED 
ROOMS FOR RENT IN 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. 
$87.50 per month plus utilities. 
Large living room and kit- 
chen. Contact Mark or Doug 
at 434-6184. 
APARTMENT FOR 
SUMMER, 4 bedrooms, 3 
bedrooms furnished. 2 blocks 
from campus. $100. per 
month, all utilities included 
except electricity. Contact 
Jennifer Dickson, at 433-1370. 
APARTMENT SECOND 
FLOOR: 524 Colicello St. 
Residential Neighborhood - 
One of the Original 
Harrisonburg Homes, 6 
Blocks from Madison, two 
Bedrooms (1 Enormous), 
Living Room, Eat-In-Kitchen. 
Bath (Tub and Shower), 
Large Porch and Back Yard. 
Stove and Refrigerator, 
Water, Sewer, Disposal 
Supplied. 2 Occupants, $250 
Per Month. Available March 
1.   Pho.ie 433-1584. 
APARTMENT TO 
SUBLEASE: May-August. 2 
bedrooms, living room, kit- 
chen and bath. Only 10 minute 
walk from campus on South 
High St. Pay only rent and 
electricity. Call 433-8855, ask 
for Chuck. 
HOLLY   COURT   APART- 
MENT   FOR   SUBLET.      2 
bedroom. May thru August. 
$230 per month. Call 433-9466. 
MADAM CHAIRWOMAN, IT 3 
WITH GREAT CONFIDENCE 
THATIRECOMMEND'TO 
THIS COMMrTTEB THE AD- 
MINISTRATIONS ECONOMIC 
/ RECOVERY PROGRAM. 
**I BEUEVEIHATIN THE VERY 
ICAR FUTURE, AMERICANS CAN 
EXPECTTD SEE AN ECONOMY 
IN WHICH INFLATION IS LOW, 
PRODUCTMTY HUSH, THE FED- 
ERAL BUDGET BAIANCB), AND 




MR SLACKMEYER, W0ULDN7% 
T0UA6REE THAT THE MOST 
INDEFENSIBLE ASPECT OF YOUR 
TAX CUT PROPOSALS IS THE UN- 
CONSCIONABLE WAY IN WHICH 
THEY FAVOR THE RICH? 
NO, SIR, I CERTAINLY WOULD 
NOT. IF WE'RE GOING WAVOID 
ANECLWMCANZIO, THEN WE 
HAVE ID MOVE BOLDLY. WE CANT 
AFFORD TO ENSA&EINA FISCAL 
BATTLE OF MIDWAY WITHOUT OUR 
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY! 
ff 
MR. SLACKMEYER PERHAPS 
WE COULD TURN NOW TO 
THE MOST SCANDALOUS AS- 
PECT OF YOUR TAX CU75- 
THE PROPOSED DEPRECIA- 
TION SCHEDULE FOR 
BUSINESSES.. *^ 
EVEN SOME OF YOUR 
OWN SUPPVY-SIDE ECONO - 
MISTS ADMIT THAT UNDER 
THE NEW FORMULA, MOST 
BUSINESSES ARE UKELY TO 
RE-INVEST ONLY ABOUT 80X 
OF THEIR TAX WINDFALL 
HODJ DO WE PROPOSED DOTHIS7 
ML. SIMPLY BY ADDING THREE 
ANNUAL TAX CUTS TO A TIGHT 
MONEY POLICY, A BURST OF 
DEREGULATION, A MASSIVE 
MILITARYBUILD-UP, AND A 
SET OF CHANGING 
EXPECTATIONS. 
FROM PAST EXPERIENCE, WE 
KNOW THAT THE WELL-HEELED 
ARE WE ONLY ClASSTHATCAN 
BE DEPENDED'ONTOPUT THEIR 
TAX CUTS INTO SAVINGS AND 
INVESTMENTS! 
v^^\A^ 
TELL ME, MR. SLACKMEYER, 
6IVEN THAT, WHYSHOULDNT 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
SPARE ITSELF THECHARADE, 
TAKE THE MONEY, AND 
























Our Hero by Matt Wagner 
m** 
For Sale 
1978 YAMAHA MOTOR- 
CYCLE, 8,000 miles. Ex- 
cellent condition. Call 434- 
1696. 
FOR SALE: Are you 
looking for name brand stereo 
equipment but can't afford 
retail prices? If so, call John 
at 434-6771 ext. 154. 
Services 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
SERVICES        AVAILABLE. 
Call 433-8685. 
A COA)R;±>E5 WAX is oo/oaY LEAK 
IWCv ™£ £XT£AJT OF F*$\£KIA& 
Start on Campus by Paul Doherty, Pat Butters 
w+ 
TYPING      SERVICE: 
Dissertations, theses, reports, 
etc. 17 years experience. .80 
per page. Call Mrs. Price at 
879-9935. 
COLLEGE   TYPING   AND 
EDITING      SERVICES: 
Theses, term papers and other 
reports.     Paper provided. 
Free pick up and delivery. 
Call 896-5921 after 6 p.m. 
EXCELLENT SEAM- 
STRESS, good rates, all types 
of sewing, call Helen Hawkins 
at 289-9641 for more in- 
formation. 
Lf HELLO, oyr THe«ei MY NAME a 
TELIXi HOW ^Y OF >0U    r^ 
HAVE FLOPPY RPOAVvMES.y 
\MEU. I'D  L.lfc£   YOU TO  >-> 
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by Scott Worner 
J.M.U. BASKETBALL 
DUKES: Super job! We are 
very, very proud of you! P.S. 
number 14, you're looking 
good! Sincerely, fans & ad- 
mirers. 
TO    MY    "JACOOZIE", 
What a great break! Dining, 
dancing shows, shopping, 
skiing, tennis, bowling, happy 
hours, tumbleweeds, "nature 
walks", pizza hut, diaquiris, 
gimlets, moonies, and best of 
all the hot tubs!  Thanks 
for   a    fantastic    break,    it 
couldn't have been any better! 
Love ya. Your "little Doc ". 
M^LJMraJtLM^KI^ 
DUKES 
....THC    FIGHTING   IRISH 
CAN'T   SIT     DOWN   NOW, 
. 'CAUSE     THEY   HAD  TO 
PLAY    ThTIR    ASSES    OFI 







•Tender Mi Wet* hied to" 
perfection wKh Shoncy's 
own special tenoning. 
• Golden brown French tries, 
(or baked potato 5-10 pm) 
•loaned Grecian bread 
• tartar sauce and lemon wedge. 
• SHONEVS ALL-YCHJ-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND 
BETTER SOUP "N SALAD BAR! 
IHWK YOU FOB COMNC TO 
rSHOHEYS 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
welcomes everyone back to 
JMU from Spring Break. 
Happy Birthday to March- 
born sisters, Laura 
Harkleroad, Brenda Mc- 
Masters, Millie Markels, 
Vicki Hulse, Kristal Roberson 
and Andrea Greene Beamer. 
DONNA, Sorry I couldn't be 
there. Have a Happy 20th 
Birthday! Love always, 
Catrina. 
CIGFREY, Good luck on 
your big interview tomorrow. 
I know you'll do great!! Love, 
COW EYES. 
J.V.    CHEERLEADER: 
Well,  you made  it again. 
Congratulations.    Love, Big 
Sis. 
COWBOY: Thanks for the 
best years of my life . . . glad 
you're older and wiser!! Will 
love you tonight . . . and 
forever - Happy 22nd!   SAM. 
KATHY, TINA, KRISTIN, 
ANNE, VICKIE. MEL, 
CARIN. ROB, CAROLYN, 
TERESA. TOM, CIN, Thanks 
for the delicious B-day and 
Fictious personal.   P.P. 
MIDWAY  MARKET 
157   Warsaw  Ave. 
434-7948  
Thursday-Sunday 
Busch   12   oz.  cans   1.99 
Bud   12 pk.   4.45 
Bud   16 oz. cans   2.79 
Molson  gclden ale  2.79 
Bud   Returnables (24)   7.99 
Old Mill   12oz.Btls.  1.89 
Lite  2.29 
Mickey's Majt 1.99 
Colt  45   Matt   1.79 
Schmidts   1.69 
Old Mill 1/4 Keg  (7 1/2 gallon)  15.95 
Old   Mill 1/2 Keg  (15 1/2 gallon)  25.95 
Busch  1/2 Keg     (15 1/2 gallon)  28.95 
Coke , Sprite, Tab   16 oz. no return 1.79 
Dad's Root Beer 6/12 oz. cans  1.69 
Cheese curls  3/4 lb. Bag   1.39 
Pretzels   4 lbs.   3.89 
Slim Jims (Box of 5) 7 .79 
Fire and Water Glasses  2.99 
1  liter Beer Mugs  2.79 
fce   10   lbs.   .89 
«■* 
OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 12  MIDNIGHT 
  -■■■■■■      IIIHiL.J...'J...."llii    11| rf—* 
"PASSION BUNS"- Happy 
Birthday and much love from 
- Padded Buns. 
RACCOON. Hope that big 
apple agreed with you. This 
personal, my cabbage, might 
be hard to swallow. Mais 
vousetes si neat et special! 
RAT. 
KIM, Happy Birthday babe - 
it's the big one (21). I'm glad 
to be able to share it with you. 
It won't be the last one we 
share together. I love you so 
much! Your baby dog, Steve. 
WOODY, you didn't keep 
your "promise" in the 3 years 
but maybe one day you will! 
Remember, when you receive 
from me, what you've waited 
for-acknowledge it! ACS was 
the best!   Always, Charles. 
TO A DUCK GONE SOUTH: 
I hope that you enjoyed your 
brief flight to Florida. Just 
remember, while you were 
burning your feathers, we 
were chipping the ice off of 
ours. Besides no one was 
around to feed us. We're glad 
you're back. A once obese 
duck. 
DEAR DANA, Happy 20th 
birthday to a wonderful 
roommate! Best of luck 
always.   Love, Putt. 
WILLIAM AND Melissa Jo 
Bialoski announce the birth of 
a bouncing baby coffee 
maker. The caesarian-born 
infant was 16 inches and $1.99 
per pound and will be baptised 
Saturday with boiling water. 
The couple would prefer that 
well-wishers send flour in- 
stead of money coupons. 
He is manager of the Nes 
Cafe and she works for Will's 
brother's company. 
I     .~n -      -       I    ■       )»'M| 
All classified ads should be brought to-- 
The Breeze office In the basement of 
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and 
Issue dates specified, no later than noon 
Tuesday for Friday's Issue, and no later 
than noon Friday for Tuesday's issue 
Rates are» '5 tor 0 25 words, SI 50 lor 26 
SO words. SJ.SO for 5175 words, and I 05 
•or each additional word above 75. 
you! 




See,   JSeoi,    Wrangler 
Corc/s on Safe 
U. 98 
Sroup o/ Men J   SAir/s 
50-75% off 
Sroup of Sadies'- 
SAiris.   SAiris & Dresses 
50-75% off 
Tke Body Shop 
The Purple »ut Seine On The Court Square ' 
1 North Main St.. Merrisonbura 
Open Thursday and Friday Night, til * p.m. 
Open Daily tl AM  toS:MP.M. 
Matter Chanja one1 Visa      . 
v, 
3 







Take a vote 
"So what if The Breeze editors want birth control service of- 
fered on campus? They're only a small part of the student body." 
We haven't heard this complaint, but it raises a valid point. 
James Madison University students might not agree with our 
stand on contraception. Fortunately, we have a proposal to find 
out. 
The Student Government Association has taken the first step. 
Just before spring break, the senate passed a bill recommending 
that the Health Center furnish a full range of birth control to 
students. If the 31-1 vote is representative of student opinion, then 
the SGA is right in saying "the student population is very con- 
cerned about birth control." " 
Of course, we agree that it is. The, evidence again: About 75 
percent of Virginia's college-age students are sexually active; 
most pregnant JMU students have abortions. There is at least a 
one-month wait for an appointment at the family planning clinic 
in Harrisonburg. —^ 
But the only way to know that students want a birth control 
service is to ask them. Students could vote on the issue while 
electing SGA officers in April. 
Such a referendum has been held here before. In the April 1979 
election, students voted that the SGA should continue to support 
starting a religious center on campus. The center opened in 
September 1980. 
The birth control referendum should ask several questions: 
should JMU not offer any birth control at all; should JMU offer a 
full range of contraceptives; should JMU offer physical 
examinations and contraceptive prescriptions to be filled in 
town? We favor the last choice, since asking exact questions 
would produce a precise student opinion. 
We agree with the SGA that students are concerned with birth 
control, even favor a campus service. But only a referendum will 
tell for sure. 
IN CASE you only read editorial pages and never read sports, 
the Dukes* NCAA drive was stopped only by Notre Dame. We 
think the Dukes are just... well, see our eight-page basketball 
supplement. 
I 
Editor Cindy Elmore 
Managing Editor Tricia Fischetti 
Business Manager James Saunders 
News Editor Donna Sizemore 
Editorial Editor Chris Kouba 
Feature Editor Bryan Powell 
Sports Editors David Teel, Rich Amacher 
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David Wendelken 
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"To flit press alone, chequered as If Is with abuses, the world Is Indebted for 
all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity over error 
and oppression."   James Madison 
The Breeze is published every Tuesday and Friday unless otherwise noted. 
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeie. Wine Price Building. 
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia   22807. 
Letters to the editor are welcomed. All letters must be typed, signed, and 
include the author's address and telephone number for verification Unsigned 
letters will not be published. Unsolicited editorials may be used as guest 
spots. 
All material Is edited at the discretion of the editor. 
Unsigned editorials give the majority opinion of The Breeze editors. Let- 
ters, columns, reviews and guestspots are the opinions of their authors and 
not necessarily those of The Breeze editors or the students, faculty or staff of 
James Madison University. 
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be addressed to Cindy 
Elmore. edilor of The Breeze. 
Volleyball reh differ on rules 
How would you like to go to a happy hour and 
ask for the advertised special of lO-cent beer 
only to be charged $1 because the bartenders 
do not use a common set of rules? 
Impossible, you say? Not quite—consider the 
James     Madison    University     intramural 
Guestspot 
program. If you don't get the connection, let us 
explain. 
As recent participants in the women's in- 
tramural volleyball program, we would like to 
bring a few concerns to everyone's attention. 
First, every referee uses his or her own set of 
rules, resulting in an inconsistency in 
refereeing. For example, one referee calls a 
net violation, and another lets it go. One 
referee alternates the first serve each games, 
and another referee lets the losing team serve 
first When questioned about the decision, a 
referee replied, "Well, that's the way I do it" 
The fault for this discrepency is that referees 
do not receive a specific set of rules to use. 
Also, volleyball referees do not attend a 
training clinic, as do other officiators. 
Sometimes, students who have not even signed 
up are asked to officiate. We can name two 
such incidents and one in which a student 
referee had played volleyball only once. 
Second,   no  legal  protests  are  accepted 
during playoffs, which makes us wonder if any 
intercollegiate player can step onto the court 
and spike the ball down our throats. Why not— 
NO PROTEST whatsoever will be accepted 
during playoffs. 
What level of play do JMU students want? In 
volleyball, illegal hits may (and often do) go 
undetected, so why can't a basketball player 
start running down the court with the ball and 
not be called for travelling? 
Obviously, there are problems with this 
program which should be reviewed. Some 
solutions be sought. 
One solution to the illegal players problem 
would be to check players with an official 
roster at each game. We also would like all 
volleyball referees to attend a clinic to receive 
a specific set of rules so that each player will 
know what is expected in the game. 
In conclusion, we would like to express our 
appreciation for the intramural program. We 
realize it is a taxing operation, and it offers the 
students a wide variety of activities. But like 
with other programs, problems need to be 
brought into the open so that they may be 
resolved. When we go to a bar to order a 10- 








Bought papers have high cost 
By KATE CARPER 
Term papers. These are two words that 
college students despise. The endless trips to 
the library. The research. The note cards that 
are such a hassle to fill out one by one, so 
carefully. Sitting at the typewriter, looking out 
the window at people throwing frisbees or 
having snowball fights, it is easy to wonder if it 
is worth all this trouble to write a lousy 
research paper for a boring class. 
There are, however, some people who have 
thought of a way to help you out while making 
themselves, a tremendous profit at the same 
time. Firms like Pacific Research Co. in 
Seattle, or Collegiate Research in Jersey City, 
N.J. will sell you a complete term paper, 
footnotes and bibliography included, for $3.50 a 
page. 
To some people, this sounds terrific. You 
don't have to lift a finger, except to write a 
couple of letters to one of these firms, asking 
first for their catalog, then for the copy of the 
paper you have chosen. But, there are some 
drawbacks to this wonderful, easy method. 
, At Jjjun£S.Madison University., buying.term- 
papers is considered to be cheating, which is a 
violation of the Honor Code. Such a violation 
could result in anything from a one-semester 
suspension to expulsion. 
Virginia recently passed a bill that 
"prohibits the sale and solicitation of term 
papers for another person's academic credit at 
Virginia colleges and universities," according 
to the Feb. 24 issue of The Breeze. 
Even if you are willing to risk expulsion 
think of the cost. At $3.50 a page, a 13-page 
term paper, including bibliography and 
footnotes, would cost about $45.50. 
There is little or no assurance that the paper 
would arrive on time for you to hand it in. 
There is little or no assurance that the firm is 
not ripping you off by sending you a poorly- 
written paper, or one that already contains 
plagiarism. 
It seems better to take the time and effort to 
write a term paper, rather than risk failing a 
class or being expelled. These firms cannot 
assure you that their ghost-written papers will 
be worth the money you pay for them— and the 
- price you-pay may be great. 
\ 
- 
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Readers' Forum  
Greek Row's 'slowly dying' lights need to be fixed 
To the editor: 
Recently the 13 fraternities 
and sororities along Greek 
Row came under criticism 
from the administration for 
the poor appearance and 
destruction along the row. 
The administration has 
cited the Greeks for many tire 
tracks, the destruction of 
shrubbery and littering of the 
row with beer cans and cups. 
During spring break, many 
new poles were erected to 
curtail cars from driving on 
the grass. This week, the poles 
are being painted, and next 
week I suppose the piles of dirt 
left from digging the post 
holes will be cleaned up. 
Greeks are given tickets for 
parking on the grass along the 
row while Building and 
Grounds trucks ride between 
the poles on the grass leaving 
deeper tire tracks than most 
AH 
cars. Also, some Greek 
residents have reported 
seeing trucks knock down 
some of these poles with no 
attempt to fix them. It seems 
apparent that not all of the tire 
marks and destruction is 
coming from the Greek 
members. This is not my main 
complaint though. 
While Building and Grounds 
have been working rapidly to 
erect poles to keep cars off the 
grass, they have failed to give 
the  Greeks   proper   lighting 
along the row. 
Of 16 lights along the row, 
running from Alpha Sigma 
Tau sorority to Sigma Nu 
fraternity, only four currently 
are working with a few others 
flickering on now and then. 
After the field lights are 
turned off there is virtually no 
light, which causes obvious 
safety problems. 
It seems that the ad- 
ministration or whoever 
decided to erect the poles is 
more concerned with the 
beauty of the grass than with 
providing proper lighting. 
Since the lights are already 
there, it would only take a 
change of the bulb to fix them. 
They should be fixed before 
any other work is done on the 
row. 
Maybe the administration 
feels if the row goes unlit, the 
destruction   and    poor   ap- 
pearance they report will not 
be visible. The lights have 
been slowly dying one by one 
for about five weeks now. 
Granted, some of the ad- 
ministration's complaints 
may be valid. But this has 
been going on long enough. 
Please turn on the lights. 
Dave Facinoll Pi Kappa Phi 
Editor's note: Donna Warner, 
assistant dean of students, 
says that a meeting with 
fraternity and sorority 
presidents  was  held  before 
spring break, and that van- 
dalism along Greek Row was 
discussed. 
Phil Dean, superintendent 
of Buildings and Grounds, 
responds that maintenance 
traffic on Greek Row that he is 
aware of has been only for 
maintenance business. 
He says that the nine lights 
(his count) not working are 
powered by a faulty un- 
derground cable. Unexpected 
work prevented cable 
replacement over spring 
break. 
\ 
Black contributions deserve coverage 
To the editor: 
As one of the four college 
recruiters for James Madison 
University, it is my job .to 
speak favorably of this in- 
stitution. In most cases, I have 
taken pride in doing so. 
However, it has become 
increasingly evident that our 
campus newspaper spends 
most of its pages on trivial 
stories, beer sales, and finding 
fault with the system. 
A campus newspaper should 
highlight the creative talents 
that the university shapes and 
develops, and speak of in- 
dividual events that come 
from these efforts. 
Case in point Your reporter 
used over $100 worth of space 
to criticize  the talent and 
dress of a new 14-year-old 
performer. You even took a 
picture. Where is that article 
about the fashion show that 
took over two months of hard 
work and talent of faculty and 
students, not to speak of the 
coordination by Dr. Renee 
Wallace? It not only had a full 
house (over 200 attended), but 
raised a significant sum of 
money for the Black 
Scholarship Fund. 
Space does not permit me to 
mention other events that 
were overlooked, but to 
mention a few: Pur lie C80), 
The Black Student Workshop, 
any of the Black Shows, Black 
Freshman Weekend C80), etc. 
I am deeply saddened that 
the fashion show in particular 
took no importance over 
"Jury indicts two students" or 
an article about drug 
paraphernalia, or most em- 
barrassing, a picture of the 
bridal show at Leggett.' 
I am very proud of the 
contributions of the black 
students at this university. I 
think that occasionally these 
things deserve a comment in 
black and white. Hopefully, 
we won't have to resort to an 
Ebony or Jet magazine ap- 
proach so that our efforts 
won't go unnoticed. But if 








To the editor: 
I have a suggestion for 
the Student Government 
Association, that selfless 
body which has several 
thousand unspent dollars 
contributed by James 
Madison University 
students. Why not send 
each student a check? 
It would aid many,in- 
dividuals who spent a 
bundle during spring 
break, and it would relieve 
the surplus the SGA is so 
reluctant to spend for 
student activities. 
William Sullivan 
'Longhairs9 story boring 
To the editor: 
On Monday, March 2, while 
savoring soft ice cream at 
Duke's Grill, we read the 
latest issue of The Breeie and 
wished to express our 
reflection on the full-page 
article about the individuality 
of the longhairs on campus. 
To be concise, the fact that 
Nelson Franks, Maurice 
Heilberg and Charles Grady 
choose to wear their hair long 
concerns us not in the least As 
a matter of fact, it bores us. 
Perhaps in the next issue 
there could be an article of 
more relevance to the average 
student, such as the Nek 
sculptures of Nigeria. This, by 
far, would be a significantly 
more enlightening topic. 
Carol Bonnafe Maria Putt 
Kathy Haeussler 
'Best team no one's heardof 
By MIKE RICKARD 
The reflection of a dream—a dream that somehow came 
true—this is dedicated to the "Dream Team of '81"...thanks 
for the thrill. 
"The Dukes are inexperienced, they face an awful fate: 
They lack not only speed but size—if lucky, they 11 win eight." 
Preseason speculation was, at best a funeral song. 
The press had little confidence, the fans hoped they were wrong. 
Yet Campanelli spoke his mind: "Reporters should be drowned. 
They miss the facts and even worse, they twist my quotes around. 
We're better than most people think, we're due to gain some fame, 
We can play with anyone—Virginia, Notre Dame." 
Audacious were his comments then, profound to say the least; 
But when they challenged UVa, the criticism ceased. 
They faltered in six close games, but soon began to peak, 
The Dukes all played their hearts out in the crucial playoff week. 
While many students headed south in search of surf and sun, 
The Dukes flew north to Providence, their season was not done. 
They grouped together one more time for NCAA play, 
And kept in mind the hopeful phrase: With will there is a way. 
Fisher led the defense which was known throughout the state, 
While constantly he tried to keep his mind off that night's date. 
Linton led all scorers, his shot—a mark of style; 
His chance, though, lies in politics—he has a cheesy smile. 
V. 
thrills fans 
With vicious dunks he sparked the crowds, with blocks he pleased the coaches; 
But Shoulder's huge size fourteen feet were nightmares for the roaches. 
Ruland was the power man, his hook was a sure hit; 
The fact he stole it from Jabbar, he never will admit 
Dupont's a cool collected guard, he proved a constant threat; 
He worked as hard as anyone, but never broke a sweat 
Blackmon was the cornerstone, he made the game look fun; 
He played four years but in that time, he never once did run 
The crowd looked on in disbelief, they couldn't trust their eyes; 
Great Sleepy Floyd and all the rest were losing to these guys. 
The Dukes were poised, they played with ease, they dove for each loose ball. 
And when the final buzzer rang, the scoreboard said it all. 
A gray-haired worker swept the floor, the game had long since ended 
Still, Campanelli paced the bench, amazed and quite dumbfounded. 
"I can't believe what happened here! I can't believe my team!" 
He beckoned to the maintenance man, "Please tell me if a no dream. 
A hush looms over courtside now, Rhode Island is serene; 
But through the land news wires flash, reporters tell the scene. 
NO-NAME DUKES OF MADISON BEAT HOYAS IN FIRST ROUND— 
The "best team no one's heard of' has made a lasting sound. 
*C; 
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"TEN YEARS from now, 1 hope to be standing up on the platform accepting my 
diploma from Dr. Carrier, Just like everyone else," says Maurice Lough, shown 
here sharing a laugh with Patricia Barnes before their English 102 class. 
Senior citizen students 
continue education here 
By CHARLES L. TAYLOR 
Madge Weaver, Marie Pettit and 
Maurice Lough, are taking advantage 
of their rights by pursuing an 
education here. All three are senior 
citizens, having applied for admission 
under the Senior Citizens Higher 
Education Act of 1974. 
Under this act, legislature provides 
free tuition for qualifying citizens in 
state schools. To be eligible, the 
citizen must earn a taxable income of 
not more than $5,000 for federal in- 
come tax purposes for the year 
preceding must register for and audit 
courses offered for academic credit or 
for non-credit, and must be at least 60 
years old. 
Each applicant may enroll in no 
more than three courses for any one 
semester, though there is no limit to 
the number of semesters an in- 
terested student may enroll in. 
Citizens, according to the act, are 
allowed to enroll in "any course of 
study offered in any state institution 
of higher education, including the 
regular curriculum of any depart- 
ment, school, or sub-division of any 
such institution or any special course 
given for any purpose, including, but 
not limited to adult education." 
William P. Jackameit, director of 
the Office of Institutional Research at 
James Madison University, noted that 
until last year, an institution was not 
allowed to include those eligible under 
this act in the actual tally of total 
student population. Now, however, 
these students are included as part of 
the total student body. 
According to Jackameit, during the 
fall i960 semester, there were 34 
students age 60 and over pursuing to 
increase their knowledge here. Of 
JMU's 8,817 fall semester students, 
seven of these 34 senior citizens were 
attending full-time while 27 were part- 
time students. Many of these citizens 
are taking courses for credit or for 
enjoyment 
Weaver, 76, currently is enrolled in 
Medieval European History. She 
claims that she is taking the course 
mainly out of interest, and she has 
been taking courses here for five 
years   primarily   in   history   and 
American Literature. 
Spry and youthful sounding 
Weaver comments, "In almost every 
course I've had, I've learned to feel 
close to at least one or two students, 
some of which I've even kept a 
friendship with all five years." 
SHE SAYS she enjoys being with 
the students here, and finds college 
"very refreshing and a spice added to 
life." Weaver received her Bachelor's 
degree at Bridgewater College and 
worked on much of her Master's 
degree at Duke University. "I've 
always enjoyed school, and this way, I 
can enjoy the material without taking 
notes, writing papers, or taking the 
tests." Even so, Weaver says she 
finds herself taking notes in class 
"You just can't help it," she ex- 
plained. 
Pettit, born in 1917, is not taking 
courses this semester, but was 
enrolled in a History of Modern 
Middle East course here last fall. She 
says enthusiastically that she will 
definitely apply for more courses in 
the near future. Having earned her 
Home Economics degree from Cor- 
nell University, Pettit says she finds 
JMU courses challenging. "I'm just 
glad.I don't have to take the tests," 
she laughs, adding that she is auditing 
her courses, instead of taking them 
for credit. 
Asked about how she feels that 
teachers react to her presence in 
class, Pettit replies, "I think they kind 
of enjoy having me because many 
times, the teacher would mention 
things that had happened in the past 
before these young people were born. 
She and I had lived through them, and 
I just feel sometimes that we have a 
rapport with each other." 
Lough, who celebrated his 66th 
birthday in February, is taking 
courses here in hopes of eventually 
earning a Bachelor of General Studies 
degree. Currently enrolled in English 
102, Lough's courses have included 
English 101 and a Meteorology course 
in his four semesters here. 
He said he finds the work "tough," 
but Lough, like most of the senior 
citizens   under    the    program,    is 
•**• ky MM* •lovlni 
MADGE WEAVER says she finds college "very refreshing and a spice added to 
life." 
determined to make the most of his 
opportunities as a degree-seeking 
student. 
"At first, when I walk into a 
classroom," Lough comments, "I 
think the students believe I'm a 
professor, but later on they seem to 
accept me. They even act like they 
admire the fact that I'm going back to 
get an education." 
With a slight chuckle, Lough added, 
"Ten years from now, I hope to be 
standing up on the platform accepting 
my diploma from Dr. Carrier, just 
like everyone else." 




■ MM* »Y vo natty* ECENT feline visitor to ■sea near the ouad. 
improvisation is about taking risks. It's about 
change and adaptation, about converting the 
streaming present into expendable art. Songs 
between the waves. Sea change dancing. 
"But what have you done for me lately?" 
That's the question to ask any improvisational 
performer. Nowness is all. The art of im- 
provisation is the art of exploration and capture. 
She gambles her talent before your eyes. He 
retrieves your evanescent perceptions and plays 
them back at you: 
»» 
"This won't hurt, did it?" 
* 'How do you like it so far? 
Emotional rescue.... 
In a way, such performers are the intuitive 
programmers of the Information Explosion. They 
are involved in rapid search, sudden jux- 
tapositions, unforseen displays. 
Random access feelings 
Supply-side aesthetics. 
Cultural change is the adrenalin of improvisation. 
Hype me but don't type me. The performance 
artist is concerned with bringing an audience up to 
date, staging games of adaptation, waging wars of 
adjustment. It's fast break. It's slam dunk. It's 
rapid deployment sensation. 
Improvisational artists strive to hold off the 
Doppler-r-r effect-t-t of cultural obsolesence long 
enough to freeze frame the moment, to spot the 
spot we're in before it sweeps by, leaving us numb 
and tangled in the unraveling of yesterday's 
seamless web. 
A glitch in time saves nine. 
What you throw away can't go out of date. Im- 
provisation is perishable goods, the software of our 
hyperventilated present. Instant forepfety. 
Charles Turner 
Festival Co-Chairman 
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Jay Clayton Trio 
Artists to join in dance and music concert 
Music and movement will 
combine in an im- 
prrovisa tional duet next week, 
in addition to separate jazz 
and dance concerts and 
workshops. 
JAZZ interpretations and 
vocal  explorations   are   the 
specialties of the Jay Clayton 
Trio, one of the participants in 
this year's Festival of the 
Arts. 
The trio includes Jay 
Clayton as vocalist, Jane Ira 
Bloom as saxophonist and 




Man   and   machine   have   blindly   collaborated—each 
unaware of the other's' work—to produce art 
provisation Mail Art Exhibition in the New 
located in Zirkle House. 
All entries for this international ex 
photography, printmaking, draw 
had to be sent through the mail. E 
part of the mail art process. 
This type of show 
exhibition. There 
Participants 
Mail art is 
It has 
a traditional art 
no art is returned, 
'document the event, 
munication between artists. 
iiring the last decade—there are 
mail art shows a year 
Gallery, located at 983 S. Main St., is open 
Monday through Thursday. 
The%ibit is already on display and will continue through 
March 27. It is free and open to the public. 
The trio will give a featured 
performance Thursday at 8 
p.m. in Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
At 8 p.m. Wednesday, the 
Jay Clayton Trio will 
collaborate with the Im 
provisational Dance En- 
semble in a performance of 
dance and music, also in 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Clayton will give a 
workshop on music and im- 
provisation Tuesday from 3 to 
5:30 p.m. in Room 355 of 
Godwin Hall. 
At 2 p.m. Wednesday, he 
will discuss the trio's music, 
also in Godwin Hall, Room 
355. 
All events are open to the 
public with free  admission. 
DANCE, using generalized 
structures, allows the per- 
formers freedom to execute 
the structure differently in 
each presentation. This is a 
unique feature of the Im- 
provisational Dance En- 
semble. 
The group, consisting of 
Richard Bull, Peentz Dubble 
and Cynthia Novak, will 
collaborate with the Jay 
Clayton Trio in a performance 
Wednesday at8 p.m. in Wilson 
Hall Auditorium. 
Each day of the Festival of 
the Arts, from 3 to 6 p.m. in 
Room 355 of Godwin Hall, the 
ensemble will'give a workshop 
on dance improvisation. 
The Improvisational Dance 
Ensemble is the company-in- 
residence   at    the    Warren 
Street Performance Loft in 
New York City. Established in 
1978, the group has presented 
16 different concerts including 
more than 50 performances. 
All events are free and open 
to the public. 
Improvisations was published by the James Madison 
University Festival of the Arts Committee. It was designed 
and produced by class members of Communication Arts 382, 
Advanced News Editing. 
Class members are: Rich Amacher, Steve Blackmon, 
Charles Fazio, David Hume, Chris Kouba, Theresa Lint, Jeff 
Nuckles, Cindy Persson, Jerry Shank and Martha Stevens. 
Instructor is Alan Neckowitz. 
A special thanks to Janet Wendelken for long hours spent in 
preparing the copy, and for help in many other ways. 
And thanks to the staff of The Breeze, for its infinite 
patience. 
All events are free 
and open to the public 
s 
For more information about 
festival events, 
call 433-6342 
'Feathers Too, [ 
others to tickle 
imaginations 
Local theater personalities will tickle 
students' imaginations with performances 
and offer a workshop on how they do it. 
"Feathers Too," a groups of former 
prisoners from the correctional institution 
in Slaunton, will perform semi- 
improvisationai scenes during the 
Festival of the Arts. The group is under the 
direction of Julia Dean, a James Madison 
University graduate. 
Paul Hildebrand of Staunton is a stage 
and theater director. He is director of 
special projects of the Theater Wagon of 
Virginia and directs the Shenandoah Valey 
Playwrights Retreat. 
John Sedlak, from Staunton, is a 
playwright who participates in the 
Theater Wagon of Virginia. Sedlak now is 
completing three new works, one of which 
was especially written for Theater Wagon 
and will be showcased at its May 1981 
Theatre Festival. 
"Feathers Too" will perform at noon 
Tuesday in Chandler Hall, folowed by a 
question and answer session on the group 
with director Dean at l p.m. in Chandler 
Hall. 
Hildebrand wil hold an improvisational 
theater workshop 9 to 12 a.m. Monday 
through Thursday at the Wampler Ex- 
perimental Theatre. Those participating 
in the workshop will give an im- 
provisational performance there 2 p.m. 
Thursday. 
Sedlak will be conducting.workshops in 
certain english and theater classes 
throughout the week. 
Performances and workshops are free 




This former Statue of Liberty 
puts costumes on trees — but 
mainly on herself 
Pat doesn't mind if you laugh. 
But Pat Oleszko. a performance artist, will be 
making a spectacle of herself in the Festival of 
the Arts, as she puts costumes on things (trees, 
fountains, but mainly herself). And she performs 
her art with a satirical aim. 
Working in this genre since her college days, 
Oleszko has acquired a B.F.A. degree from the 
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and 10 
years experience as a performance artist. 
She appeared on the cover of the July 1976 
issue of Ms. magazine as the Statue of Liberty 
trying to hail a cab in downtown New York City. 
Instructor, Sesame Street Magazine, Mi., 
Penthouse, <>ui and Esquire are among the wide 
variety of magazines in which she has had work 
published. 
She appeared for three years in the Macy's 
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City 
dressed as a stuffed turkey, and also par- 
ticipated in the New York City Easter Parade. 
Exhibitions of her art have been displayed in 
many places, including the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York and the Los Angeles institute of 
Contemporary Art in California. 
Her many awards include the National En- 
dowment for the Arts fellowship and the New 
York State Council on the Arts grant 
Oleszko will give workshops each day of the 
festival, from 9 a.m. to noon in the promenade 
area of the Duke Fine Arts Center's second floor, 
where she will discuss performance art. 
At 8 p.m. Monday, she will give a major 
performance in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
Pat Oleszko 
Oleszko also will produce an improvisational costume ball 
in the Shenandoah Room, Chandler Hall, at 10 p.m. Wed- 
nesday. 
A festival exhibition containing sculptural costumes used 
by Oleszko in her performances are already on display in the 
Sawhill Gallery of the Duke Fine Arts Center. The display 
will continue through March 27. 
The gallery' is open for public viewing 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
weekdays and 2 to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. 
All events are free and open to the public. 
teue fat, teato o( btmqlk' 
They perform without costumes, 
makeup or props, telling their tales of 
Appalachia only a few feet from the 
audience. 
Their purpose is to provide theater 
wherever theater can go—and they have 
no permanent place of performance. 
The Roadside Theater, a group of both 
storytellers and actors, will perform here 
during the Festival of the Arts. The three 
throughout Appalachia and the South, at 
the Lincoln Center in New York, off- 
Broadway and at the National Folklife 
Festival in Washington, D.C. 
The group will tell Mountain Tales at 
noon Monday in the Warren University 
Union. 
At noon Tuesday, semi-improvisational 
works  based  on folktales  of   the Ap- 
' Roadside   Oh eater learnedmost of ih tales 
from older people in   Virginia and JCeniucJiy ' 
members of the group, Tom Bledsoe, 
Angelyn DeBord and Ron Short, act as 
characters but more often are tellers of 
the tales. 
Roadside Theater learned most of its 
tales directly from older people in Virginia 
and Kentucky. The tales are about eternal 
human themes: love lost, tests of strength 
and will, bouts with the devil. Traditional 
and original music played with banjo, 
fiddle and guitar enhance the stories. 
From the central Appalachian coalfields 
of southwestern Virginia and eastern 
Kentucky, where it was formed in in 1974, 
Roadside     Theater     has     performed 
palachian region will be offered in the 
WUU. 
At 8 p.m. Tuesday, Brother Jack, a view 
of mountain life and survival, will be 
performed in the Wampler Experimental 
Theatre. Most of the songs and tales in the 
production were originally collected in and 
around Wise County, Virginia from the 
Work Projects Administration writing 
project in the 1930s. 
Schedule information concerning the 
festival can be obtained by calling 433- 
6342. 
All events are open to the public with 
free admission. 
■ 
Arts festival: Taking a chance... 
•»- 
Festival of the Arts is impr jvising this spring. 
That is the theme—"Improvisation"—of this year's 
fine arts program, which runs next Monday through 
Thursday, March 23-26. The festival will offer morning 
and afternoon workshops and demonstrations, and a 
featured performance each night at 8 p.m. 
"Improvisation is about taking risks," said Dr. 
Charles Turner, associate professor of communication 
arts. "It's about change and adaptation, about con- 
verting the streaming present into expendable art." 
Turner aH6 communication arts professor Thomas H. 
Arthur are co-chairmen of the festival committee. 
The festival, will explore the art of improvisation in 
the areas of theater art, music and dance, with guest 
artists participating in each area. 
Representing art improvisation, Patricia Oleszko 
will give the first featured performance at 8 p.m. 
Monday in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
Oleszko dresses up things, including herself, during 
her performance. She appeared on the cover of the 
July 1976 issue of Ms. magazine in her Statue of Liberty 
cc«tume and has been published in Instructor, Sesame 
FwltuaE Sckednfie 
Monday, March 23  
9-12 a.m., Wampler Exp. Theatre 
9-12 a.m., Duke Promenade, 2nd Floor 
+     it 
Paul Hildebrand theater workshop on improvisation. 
(Same time and piace for Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday mornings as well.) 
Pat Oleszko art workshop on performance art. (Same 
time and place for Tuesday and Wednesday mornings 
^as .sell. L 
12 noon. Warren University Uni 
1 p.m., Burruss 114 
3-6 p.m., Godwin 355   I   T 
8 p.m., Grafton-Stovall 
Tuesday, Ma 
12 noon, Warren I 
12 noon. Chandler 
1 p.m., Chandler 
3-5:30 p.m. Godwin 
8 p.m., Wampler 
Wednesday, 
2 p.m., Godwin 
8 p.m., Wilson 
10 p.m., Shena 
Thursday, 
2 p.m., Wampl 
8 p.m., Wilson 
On- Going 
Sawhill Galle 




Display cases in WUU and around campus. 
Lawn in front of Duke. 
Pat Oleszko. 
5 p.m., 7 to 9 p.m., week- 
ys and Sundays, Sawhill 
Fine Arts Center: The 
iral costumes used in the 
e artist Pat Oleszko: the 
y through March 27. 
dibit, noon to 5 p.m. Monday 
: to 4 p.m. Sunday, New Image 
Kirkle House, 983 S. Main St: 
'"ImprovisationJ^Mail Art Exhibit is an international 
display of jjj^ent through the mails:   each work is 
as part of the mail art process;  the 
currently on display, will continue through 
March 27. 
Mail Art Exhibition 
Lawn sculpture exhibit. 
All events are free and open to the public. 
Street magazine, Penthouse, Oui, and Esquire. 
The Roadside Theater, a traveling troupe from 
the central Appalachian coalfields of South- 
western Virginia and Eastern Kentucky, will 
perform at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Wampler Ex- 
perimental Theatre. The group will present 
"Brother Jack," a semi-improvisational work 
based on Appalachian folklore. 
Roadside Theater, consisting of three 
storyteller-actors, uses traditional and original 
music played with banjo, fiddle and guitar to 
enhance their tales. 
At 8 p.m. Wednesday in Wilson Hall Auditorium, 
the Improvisational Dance Ensemble will per- 
form with the Jay Clayton Trio musicians. 
The dance group, working exclusively with 
performance improvisation, is the company-in- 
residence at the Warren Street Performance Loft 
in New York City and is directed by Richard Bull. 
Completing the group are Peentz Dubble and 
Cynthia Novak. 
The Jay Clayton Trio specializes in offering jazz 
interpretation and vocal explorations. The group 
includes Jay Clayton, vocalist, Jane Ira Bloom, 
saxophonist and Frank Clayton, bass player and 
percussionist. The trio will perform an im- 
provisation-inspired concert at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
n.—offhand invention 
or arrangement 
Other guest artists giving workshops and 
demonstrations include Lowry Thompson, 
"Feathers Too" with Julia Dean, Paul Hildebrand 
and John Sedlak. 
Thompson, a rubber stamp artist and designer, 
publishes and edits the magazine titled Rub- 
beratampmadneu, and is co-author of the best- 
selling "Rubber Stamp Album." 
"Feathers Too," under the direction of JMU 
graduate Dean, is a group of former prisoners 
from the Staunton correctional institution that 
performs semi-improvisational scenes. 
Hildebrand, a stage and theater director from 
Staunton, currently is director of speciaLorojects 
of the Theater Wagon of Virginia aiwLdirtcts the 
Shenandoah Valley Playwrights Retreatr 
Sedlak, a Staunton artist, is involved in 
playwriting and also participates in the Theater 
Wagon of Virginia. Sedlak is currently completing 
three new works, one of which was especially 
written for Theater Wagon and will be showcased 
at the May 1981 Theatre Festival. 
This year's festival is sponsored by funds from 
the School of Fine Arts and Communication, 
WMRA-FM, and the American Studies Com- 
mittee. 
The activities are planned by the Festival of the 
Arts Committee, which in addition to co-chairmen 
Turner and Arthur, include: 




Horace Burr, ex officlo 
Dr. Ralph Cohen 
Dr. David Oilier 
Louise Heeb 
Dr. David Holdridge 
Paula Kaiser 
Doug Kehlenbrlak 
Dr. Thomas L. King 
Donald Lanham 
Dr. Donald McConkey 
Dr. Elizabeth Neatronr 
Inez Ramsey 
Jerry Weaver 
Jan Wise 
KarlaZhe 
